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Tae Music Poachers! Associations, both National and
State, meet the last of this month and the first of next.
The wide awake and progressive music teachers find
them of the greatest help in stimulating théir activities,
and in furnishing new ways of working, which helps to
lift them out of ruts. Advanced music pupils find them
helpful, especially their recitala and concerts, and by
contact and conversation with the noted musicians and
artists.

Paperewsxi's

first two American tours are recorded

in the annals of. music as the most brilliant successes
ever won in this country by any instrument performer.

Great as was the success of the first tour in 1891-1892,
that of the second, in 1893- 1894, was even more re. markable, the gross receipts of seventy concerts being
stated as about $180,000, and Paderewski’s net gains in
proportion to the number of concerts given abont eight

A Mozarr Memorial was unveiled oe Emperor
of Austria. The statue of Mozart is nine feet in height,

and the base iis adorned with two scenes from Dou
Gio-

vanni.

A BlocrapHy of the Norwegian composer, Edvard
Grieg, is announced at Dresden. - It will be based on information given by the composer and documents furn-

en by him.

Teresa Carreno, who lately conesed her successes
after a temporary retirement from the concert stage, has
finished the composition of a string quartet, which will
soon be performed iin Berlin.
-Overtures have been made te bring Guilmant back
here for a second concert tour. The plan is perfected
and awaits only permission from the authorities for the
great organiat to leave Paris.

THE city of Guanajuato, in Mexico, has a riageutBoent
‘opera house that has just been completed at @ cost of
and fifteen concerts-in 1872.
"
$1,500,000, and was twelve years in building. It belongs to the Governnient, which assumes all expense
Water Daxroscu was last season a competitor of . connected with running it, save that of lighting, the
Abbey & Grau in the operatic field, but he has made an company playing receiving the gross receipts with that
arrangement with them forthe next season.
They have
reduction.
HOME.
signed
an agreement by which 'Mr. Damroach is to have
'
In the course of the new constructions in the WehrlFfOSEFFY sailed for Europe May 19th.
the Metropolitan Opera House for a spring season of
ing suburb of Viennaan old haunt of Franz Schubert
German
opera,
and
algo
to
have
the
use
of
the
principal
- Tr has been discovered: that thia-aang pays ‘Ig90,has been opened. It was established as a cabaret with’.
000,000 annually for grand ‘opera. Yet for all this/cash . artists of the Abbey & Grau Company for occasional
French and Italian opera outside of New York city. He a garden attached in 1771, and in the garden atill stands it gets no-credit’ for musical ‘culture,
algo. has arranged with his Symphony Orchestra that an old chestnut-tree, beneath which Schubert composed
W.OS: Henpénsow, the well-known music critic: the the members are to. be partners with himself in the con- his ‘‘ Hark, Hark, the Lark,’’ to Shakespeare’s words.
| New York Times, has retired from that newspape r| and certs they will give. They will be held together on the At present it bears the sign of ‘‘Schubert’s Garden.”
has joined the. ee of the New. York Journal.
co operative plan, every. one sharing in
| the expenses and
profits. ©
THERE jis a plan on foot, with William Steinway :as its
chief projector, to establish a second chair at Columbia
FOREIGN.
;
College. This is to be a chair of |Mazsical Afisthetics,
Iris with great regret that the musical world learned
‘designed to offer tick instruction aa is’ necessary idthe that Mme. Clara! Schumann had’ had an apoplectic fit.
" Entered at Philadelphia Pe 0. as Renonu-eless Matter.
°

times as much

as Rubinstein

received for two hundred

a

Misia Stews.

THE JOHANN SEBASTIAN BAOH AND GEORGE
F, ROOT MONUMENT FUND,

cultivation of an intelligent appreciation of music.

_Joser HorrMann will be here next fall, opening the
Tue St. Nichslas Skating. Ring, -of which Cornelius season in New York, November 10:h, at, the Metropolitan
Vanderbilt, John Jacob Astor, George. Gould, |and Opera House. _
others are stockholders, is nearly completed, and/| this |
for two years besummer it is to be used as a mammoth concert hall,jand: . ‘Saint Sarws, who has not practiced
negotiations are in progress with Seidl and other npted cause of pressure. of work, has permanently retired from
the public platform as a aes
conductors of bands.
THE Henschel. song recitala have —
great sucBretKa Gersrer,-who,. since retiring from the stage,
cesses, especially from the art standpoint, .THe Equpe
has been living; quietly -in Bologna, Italy, is about to
advises its readers fo attend all recitals possible ‘a open a conservatory of music in Berlin. ~
high artistic value because of their very great valu in:
Verpiis said to be putting the finishing touches to an
‘)the formation ‘of taste, and. because firat-class ar iste
opera on the subject of Shakespeare’s ‘‘Tempest,” in
furnish an invaluable model for the aspiring student}
which M. Maurel is'to appear aa Caliban.
.

In the May issne of Toe Erope we made an appeal
to the musical profession for contributions for erecting
monuments to Johann Sebastian Bach and George F.
Root.
Tae Erups has subscribed $5 to each fund, and
asked its readers to join in the good work. We have
re

ceived contributions from the following :—
_E, B. Trevitt, Carl Reinecke Society of
Portland, One@sinsass
a cose: waeescsey
Seas: $5 50
Henriette Schilffarth Straub....... 0.0...0. 2 00

‘Mra, Nellie Strong Stevenson........ ......

1.00

Elmer Harley.......:.0..:cceeeeceeeevivian.

. “S60

These

AN hitherto unknown overture ‘by Franz Schubert,
which is declared to be authenticby Viennese experts,

These contributions are all for the Bach. monument.
We have fofwarded the amount to Pastor F. G. Tranzache], Pr ident of the Bach Monument Committee,
Leipsic.
(Ifthere are any others who wish to contribute
to this
thy cauge, we shall be glad to forward their.

:| recitals have been of great value to the musical public,

is in the possessionof Herr Nicholas Dumba, of Vienna.

contributions.

Dorine the past ‘musical. season some of the leading

| piano houses have given series of recitals, not only of

Piano music, but ‘also string and vocal music.
if
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THE THINKING STUDENT.
i

BY EDWARD

DICKINSON.

Epwakp DICKINSON wasborn in
West Springfield, Mass.,in the year

1853.

He studied music. of lotal

teachers in Springfield and Northampton, Mass., fitted for college in

Northampton, studied in Boston
for jn year with J. Cc. D. Parker,
piano, and £.H. Torrington, organ,
and graduated from Amherst Colleg¢ in 1876. Prof. Dickinson held

teas

as church

Springfield

during

organist in
his

college

course, and after leaving college
spent a year anda half on the edi-

’ torial staf of the: Springsield Republican,

was right even if I said it was wrong? If you do not,
then| your playing it right is no credit or benefit to

partments the day of the single text-book has gone by.

strong in them, may often be utilized; the feeling of
how a piece or passage ought to sound must be
awakened by means that most quickly appeal to the

you.)
Tam not advocating premature self-reliance or impatience of rule and command
on the part of pupils.
Far from it, for experienc
will
e show that thinking atuEveryone who is familiar with the present methods of dents are the moat docile, teachable, and gratifying of
instruction in our schools and colleges knows that stress all.; So much is this principle true that it should be
_ig more and more laid upon joriginal, independent employed in the first stages of inatruction. In the case
thought and investigation. In a great number
of .de- of young children the picture-making faculty, always so

y

Sxgonp

the true purpose of all education, leven the moat special,
which is to confer self-reliance and the ability to apply
general knowledge to practical individual emergencies.
The best work of the teacher, therefore, is to make his
pupils thin
to train-them
k,
in such a large and thorough
fashion that they may be able to get along without him.

abanfoning journalism

In history, literature, political economy, etc., students
are sent directly to the sources.and anthorities, and en-

couraged to-draw conclusions for themselves. In the
sciences they are sent, as soon as possible, into. the
laboratory and the field. -This method begins evenin
the kindergarten, where the little ones are taught to ob.8erve

and

compare,

and use

the play impulse

as a

means of knowledge. To develop the power of patient,
accurate, fruitful thinking is the ultimate aim of. all
education, both general and special, for it is found to
be the condition of
.the best success both in the higher
efforts of mind and algo in the narrowest, most mechan-

ical pursuits,

for the musical prefession in 1878.

EDWARD

_ Music teaching must fallin with this characteristic
* He studied in Boston with Eugene _
modern’ tendency, otherwise it cannot make good its
Thayer for one yer and took a po-

DICKINSON;

sition as organist rt the Park Congregational Church in EhnirazN.
Y., in 1879; was appointed Director of the Musical Department of the
Elmira College in 1883 and held that position untili1892, when he resigned to accept a position in the Oberlin Conservatory of Music.
During 1885-86 he studied in Berlin, glving special attention to
musical history, hearing lectures fram Prof, Spitta at the Berlin
University ; again in1888-89 studying with Karl’ Klindworth, piano,
and D. W. Langhans, history of music, and again in 1892-93, devoting
all the year to the study of miaslonl Inieterny and preparing lectures

for Oberlin. He is at present professor in Oberlin College, teacbor
of musical history and testhetics and of piano in the Oberlin Conservutory, Prof, Dickinson has also jgiven lectures in the Oberlin
Theological Seminary on the history of church music. He makes a
specialty of both musical history and|criticism, lecturing four times
a week, throughout the year, to large and growing classes. “A
Guide to Musical History,” consisting ofsynopses oflecturés and a bibliographyi of the subject, and a pamphlet dealing in
similar way

with the adubject of church music, have been published by Prof. Dickingon.
"
.

The more one studies the art of music teaching the
more he realizes the complexity and the delicacy of the
factors that are involved in success.
He finds that an
exact, systematized, and comprehensive knowledge of

the-principles of technic and interpretation is but the
preliminary condition: the ultimate problem: is the
effective

cases.

application

of this knowledge

to individual

In a word, the art-of téaching lies in getting the

best work out of a pupil of which that pupil is capable.
So far as the pupil’s own part in the proceas is concerned, progress

depends

upon

three elements, 'viz. :

childish mind. . In truth, such imaginative helps can
never be outgrown. The whole tendency ‘of modern
inatrumental music is to a more and more intimate alli-

ance with definite ideas and images, and the issue has
been such a manifest expansion of: the impressive
power of the art that it is useless to argue againat the
impulse asa delusion.
Its value must be recognized in
musical performance as well as in composition. It
would be profitless to study Schuniann’s ‘! Vogel als Prophet”?’ without a conception of the quiet woodland picture that was in the composer's mind ; quite as much go ©
to study a transcription of a Schubert song or a Wagner scene without fixing in mind the sentiment of the

present-claims'to a place in the large scheme of educa, | words of the original, or a Chopin polonaise having
tion

The student muat not be allowéd to remain a.dry

plodder and imitator.

He must ‘bring to his work an

active mind, vitalizing his task with/ invention, always

seeking to better his instruction, obtaining knowledge
from living example as well as from precept, testing
rules by personal experience, reaching out for augrestion to every possible source, guiding and molding his
work by reason. Science must of course be exact in its
methods, but it mustalso have freedom. A good teacher

will possess this freedom under law; ‘but what he claims

for himself hé must not altogether deny to hia pupil.
When a student has learned how to atudy, he is already

neyer read Liazt’s description of the polonaise in his
‘* Life of Chopin.’”’ In spite of what wstheticians ofthe ec
school: may say, modern music does gain a
vastly increased variety and power by its closer fellowship with its sister, poetry.
Of course this excitement
of {the fancy must not be permitted to’run into sentimentality or false interpretations, but in those instances
_where it may be legitimately applied it secures not only
vividnesa and charm, but also truth of expression.
- This leads to the last point—th
nee
ed of literary study.
in| connection with the technically musical.
The atu-

dent. should read much, both for inspiration and in-

far on the road to success; but he will learn this not | struction. It is astonishing that young
people. will be
merely from his teacher's injunctions} but also ‘by mak- |allowed to study music year after year and
never read
ing an intelligent use of his own observations. He must or/think upon their art. ‘Just-as studen
ts in college

know himself, his own weaknesses and needs, and learn are sent to books and taught how to
use them, so music
how to supply them by experience. |He must learn as students must not be kept in ignorance
of the constantly
soon as possible to frame in-his mind an imaginative increasing store of works in which the
best minds in the
conception of how certain passages and effects ought to craft have laid down the results: of
their experience.
sound.
‘A young artist,” says Ruskin, ‘ ought’to un- No single teacher can tell all that should be
told oneven
derstand the truth of what he haa to do; felicitous exe- the simplest subject. An idea
mu
bes
pret
sented in
cution will follow asa matter of course.?’
This, like | more than one form of words, so that it will be the
many of Ruskin’s dogmatic assertions, is only a half. thing itself and not a form of
words that is remembered.
-truth—felicitous execution will not follow ‘‘as a matter Even in the matter of
technic a new interest and aof course ;"’ but without the perception of the truth of fitmer mental grasp will result
if the student reads such
what is to be done, the execution will certainly not be fe- thoroughly scientific discussio
ns as Virgil’s in his
licitous at all; it willbeat the mostcrude, imitative, and | ‘Foundation Studies,” Mason’s
in his ‘Touch and
mechanical. Ifa scale or an arpeggio is to be mastered, Technic,” ‘and Kullak's
in hia ‘Art of the Touch.’
the player must first have a conception of how an evenly- Such works also as
Parsons’s ‘‘How to Practice,”’

(1) original musical aptitude, (2) ambition and working
power, (8) proper methods of |work, intelligent adaptation of means to ends. The first is of course beyond
-the teacher’s control; the second: essentially so; the
balanced, distinctly articulated passage sounds; he will - Kullak’s*“ atathetics of Pi
ano Playing,’ Fillmore’s third is the province’in which| the teacher acts, It is
obtain this conception partly through! his recollection of ‘History of Piano Pla
ying,’’ Ferris’s ‘‘ Great Pianfor the teacher so to guide the) pupil’s effort that it will
good playing which he may have heard, but still.
more iate,”” Amy Fay'’s ‘Music Study in ‘Germany,’’ and
be definitely and economica

lly directed, each defect

laboriously repaired, all excellencies as they are.gradu-

by forming a mental impression of a perfect execution.

many others that might be named, would prove of the

An effect of tone by meansof touch or pedal, a per
fect highest service in the line of knowledge and inspiration.
‘ally developed woven together into a symmetrical,
crescendo or diminuendo, muat first exist in thought. So, Al regular perusal of
the best. musical journals should be
satisfying whole. ‘ The full value of the personal equa- too
, in the higher province of expression or interpreta-. a matter of course.
With the more mature minds his“tion must be recognized, the need and the provision for
tion, the player must strive to enter by imaginative
sym-- tory, criticism, and esthetics should -be taken up. The
. the need adjusted in such fine relations that no time or
pathy into the mind of the composer, to think the
work teacher may also well follow the example
" labor

is was
in t
misdir
e
ect
d
ions.

aan

,

In this difficult task the teacher should have the act
ive

‘ and thoughtful co-operation of the student,

The pur-

pose of this paper is to show. that this supreme requisite
of correct, intelligent, economical practice must
not lie

in the consciousness of the teacher ‘alone. Pupils and
’ parents often seém to assume) that the \burden of con:

_.triving;. reasoning, ‘and stimulating rests
wholly upon
the teacher, that the learner is merely'a puppet to be
controlled solely by the teacher's superior will.
‘In most
cases, therefore, the pupil works mechanically; ma
king
a merit of blind obedience, exerting no réal acti
vity of
brain, with mind always fastened upon co
nerete in- stances, never updn general principles, acqu
iring no in_ dependent reasoning power Or grasp of
imagination.

The result.ia that the mind does ‘not develop with
the
hand. ‘The'student whenever thrown ‘upon his
own resources: for a timeisentirely helpless, he fails
to grasp

as the composer thought it, to conceive the work as a _ Sch
ool in the 16th
uni

ty, an organism, all the details serving a cohere
nt to attend musical
and developed purpose.
If the player thinks a passage°them. It is not

or composition right he will play it right. It is ast
onishing sometimes to see how technic develops unde
r the

of the Papal
century , Where the pupils were required
ok ara ws and report critically upon
merely info mation but the habit of

uging the mind. with precision and rejoicing in suc
h use

that is the best result of these methods, and the teacher

spur of a vividly realized conception and the
consequent who trains thinkers as.well as performers is doing the
enthusiasm.
Something more than care and patience ‘best. service not only to his pup
ils,/but also to his art
is involved in such method as this. ‘So, too,
in refining|| and the great cause of education. —
i
and perfecting details the student
must be taught to. The pupils of this generation are|to be the teache
rs of
work rationally and not at hap-hazard. He mu
next, This is-a sobering thought—let us keep it in
st be en-) the
t
couraged to think and experiment, to prove
many things, mind. Let us see to it that. we send into this service not
and decide for himself what seems best.
Thus in such: narrow mechanical drill-masters, but active intellectual
matters as fingering, phrasing, ete., let hi
m use his wits. forces, who will raise music in this country to ever
—he will often decide wrongly, but far bett
er so than to higher planes of public benefit.
use no thought-at all, following the -pri
nted or written
fingering, pedaling, and phrasing in‘a dull
, passive obe- _|-The summer vacation is th
time no ambitious
. dience.
“Do you know. that you ‘play that
passage teacher can afford to lose. It ia
e-best opportunity
right?”’ a teacher may ask ;-‘‘ would you
kn

ow that it for self-improvement.
A
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by the very absence of the possibilities
had to remain
terra incognita for the ante-romantici
at composer.

Priv

THE MUSICIAN'S SPHERE.
BY JEAN

127

MOO8.

JEAN Corrop!1 Moos waslb orn in
Uster, Canton Zurich, Switge riand,
in the year 1865.. Heentered pub‘lic school at six, graduate
from

tion demanded hy the works of diff
erent artistic periods

And

will be empty sound, unlegs the
import and aime of these

not only has the division of labor amplif
ied the technical resourcesbu
, t it has given us methods of instruc.
tion which make it possible for thoaé
even whose endowments are scarcely beyond the aver
age to acquire a
technical mastery over their respective
instruments to«
which the previously impossible is mere
child’s play.
But few are the onward movements whose
results contain'an unmixed good, in whoke footstep
s there is not
lurking a hidden danger. _ And it cannot be
denied that.

periods have been revealedsto ua by
history. And history,
48 we all know, ia not completed
even in the best of
books. The historian who laid do
wn his pen yeaterday leaves us uninformed ag to the
turn things are taking to day; and for the living hist
ory we must needs
consult the current magazines. Ma
ny are the views
which we there find expressed on one
and the same aubje
ct, and numerous

But where so much is offéred everyone
will find some-

the specialization which is’eo characterist
ic of modern
_TMusical life, and which has borne auch ri
ch fruitege, has
not wholly escaped the danger which besets
its way,—the
' High &chool at fifteen,
and entered
danger, namely, of securing a high degree
of refinement
. the Teachers’ Seminary at/Zurich
at
th
e
loss of breadth.
* in 1888, where ‘he remaine
Witness, for instance, some of
three
years. At the age of seven years
he began the study of mugic in a
dilatory way;|in college, bbesides
the regular course, he studied

piano, violin, harmony, thcom-

position,

teacher.

his health
:

t

Jean CoRRoDI Moos,

the! latter

wit

As alresult of ov
gave way

and

out

a

rwork
lhe en-

tered the College of Music at Zurich, from which he graduated in
three years, Subsequently be
took

post-graduate work atthe
eipsic
Conservatory srs
the
Ua Paul, and Coccius, attending] at the
same time lectures a the University.
In the year 1888 Prof. Moos
came to thig countr , since which time he has taught in cat geal
stitutions of learning, at present holding the position of Prof sssor of
plano, counterpoint, and fugue at the De Pauw University, |Greenr

i

castle, Ind.

For the last five yours he has been a coutributorlt o THE

Erupe and algo Music, of Chicago, appearing occasionally in| public
leatur
i
: e recita: ls,

Ours is an age of specialization. And this: is ot by
dint of mere accident, but by force of circumat: nces.
4
a
|
:
Fel.
For where is the happy possessor of the
intellec’ comprehensive enough to encompass the whole exte nt of
science asitis to-day? Again, where is he wholis endowed with . the genius and the physical enduranck that
would enable him ‘to master, in one short life-time, the
I
%
vast realm of art as a.whole, or eveny one
—
art

with its almost ‘innumerable ramifications? The e@ was
a time when these things were within the limits of human

drilled in their rdleg in a parrot-like fash
ion.

|

0

finding our faults exposed in others.
Many other helpful lines of work might be
enumerated: A good novel, a fine poem, a beantiful
painting,
all may kindle new ideas and new emotionsin
us. And
such an experience never fades away from our
minds,

at the lower end. And witness some. of our
violinists,
for whom music is non existent if it -doesnot fl
ow from

the strings of their pet instrument.. Not to speak
of the
profound ignorance which prevails among the de
votees
of all of these musical sub-kingdoms concerning
all the
more general esthetic questions, and their utter
disregard for everything outside of their immediate horizo
n,
which, like a Chinese wall, shuts out the light th
ey
might receive from without, and just as effectuall
y pre_ vents their own light from being seen by those withou
t.
‘1s there, then, uo way out. of this dilemma? Are we

but lives and grows there, and is infused into our
very

music.
The musical ‘faculty is not an independent
tenant of our minds; it is an integral part of a
delicate tissue, nourished from one common

what innumerable siher -ists people*the musical world,
and nothing more ? I do not believe so. Surely it is

possible, nay, absolutely compulsory, for a musician, if

from it.

|

~

:
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smaller than that required in
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former times with their less perfect methods, enables

ua to acquire technical skill sufficient to meet all the
demands made by the most exacting master works of’

of good books and magazines on music, will more than

What
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he shall be worthy of this name, to look beyond his
narrow sphere, Our methods are go highly developed
that an amount of time spent in practice at our chosen

instrument, which is much

source.

benefits one part of this tissue benefits all the ot
her
parts; and the more wholesome influences we can brin
g
to bear on our whole life, the more will ‘our musical lif
e
expand, and the purer will be the blossoms that spring

doomed to be merely voculista, pianiata, violinists, and

-the voice, poor as it may be, and it is surprising how
of musical history, the men whose figures loom up
poor a voice can make an acceptable singer, and then
dimly through the mist of past ages are known tolus as
. trauslate what we have learned to the piano. Only in
musiciang,—not as pianists, violinists, singers, theo rista,
this way will we come to see-the full meaning of the
or critics;—but ‘simply ‘as musicians:
Slowly but term ‘‘singing on the piano,’’ and thdéword “sing”?
stealthily, however, a change has crept in. Bac
still will become fraught with a meaning “ivholly different
ot
i
.
*
.
.
»
was a universal genius in musie; the greatest. pia
nist,
from that suggested when we heard it from the mouth
the greatest organist, the greatest composer, the reatof the teacher, or when we read it from the pages of a
est theorist, and’ undoubtedly,—although history te ls us
Magazine.
.
:
little about’ it,—+the greatest teacher of his time
In
_ Another line of collateral work, equally profitable
Beethoven the segregation. has progressed further, In and equal
ly indispensable for the well-rounded musician,
Liszt and|his school the yirtuoso side was largely pre- is the
reading of musical literature.
Not only an occa' ponderating. "In Wagner the creative side was exclasional scanning over of a magazine, ora dilatory perusal
sively developed.
of some book on a musical topic, but a continued and
And when from the ranks of these great ones we
systematic assimilation of the standard magazines and
descend into that seething mass of contemporary musithe many books of sterling worth. Music, it is-true,
cal art life, how'strikingly|do we not see the ropeof cann
ot be learned from the printed page.
Yet the
each: individual narrowed in! And what precio g re- knowledge which we
get ffom music-literary pursuits,
sults have|come to us from this division of labor! ’ For and the inspiratio
n we may draw from the rich: treasury

been enriched, and are a being enriched, in suc h an
astonishing way as to put t the disposition of the creative artist the means for thé embodiment of ideas which

And some of the most efficacious lesson
s we receive by

again, some of our pianists, great and small, fo
r whom
the sun rises at the upper end of the keyboa
rd and sets

If-we turn back to the annals

resources of every instrument and of the orchestra have

stumble.

Witness,

e, that even the artistically, most cannot be remind
ed too often of the fact that his first
’ highly gifted canjattain the highest summit of excellency
aim must be to learn to sing on his chary instrument.
merely in one limited field of esthetic activity,
, Why not, then, break the monotony of our piano prac:
Nowhere has/the specialization progressed farther
ticeby making use of man’s own instrument of song,

to this specialization mainly is it due that the, technical

thing to suit hia taste. Andif we th
ink that we know it
all, or at least nearly all, it will still
pay as to continue
what, once wag begun, if it is only
for the purpose to
find out that a writer, whour artistic
ally we consider
beneath ourselves, not unfrequently
may tell ua some-

"our illustrious. singers, who have not master
ed even the ‘thing across which we, with
all our’ dearly beloved
first rudiments of genuine musicianship,
ard who are ‘* superior intellect,’’ never ye
t happened to

capacity. For the Greek sage was the philosopher, the
our art. We must not forget that excesssive practice in
lawgiver,. as ;well as the teacher of his people
H the
any pursuit whatsoever is detrimental to both body
knower, in whom centered all the wisdom of hi age.
and mind.
Each of us has just so much energy to
And thé Greek! rhapsodist of Homer’s time combined
spend, and any unreasonable expenditure, far from
in himself the highest excellences of the poet and the
being productive of greater results, leads. only to ruin. |
musician ; he was'the author and declaimer, as well as
Why not, when mentally and physically exhauated by
_ the. composer, the singer, ‘and his own accompanist.
.the notorious ‘humdrum of continued practice, spend
How changed are those things, however; nee al The
some of your surplus time in some collateral work,
field of science has expanded to such stupendou prowhich, while possessing a direct bearing on our mejor
portions, and. the artistic activities have grown 60 ¥ aried
wor
k, still offers diversity enough to rest our jaded
eh
1
ee
8
B
B
s
o
e
and 80 many-sided, that one man’s life is scarcely suffifaculties ? From purely mechanical routine work there
cient to fully master one single little corner of the vast
‘can come no artistic good. ~The pianist, for instance,
structure of scienc

than in the field bf music.

are the ways of expressing them.

W. FRANCIS

GATES,

Mr. W. Francis GATEs is a native of Ohio, having been born at
Zanesville in that State in 1865.
After acquiring a thorough com-

mon school education, he attended
the Conservatoriof
es:
the Oberlin
and Ohio Wesleyan Universities,
graduating at the latter in 1888.
Later he spent two different
periods in - Boston, studying with

.

such men as Elson, Chadwick,
‘Wheeler, and others.
Mr. Gates is au successful teacher
of piano, voice, and theory, and
has had charge of musical work in
colleges In Ohio, Iowa, und Nebraska. He is endowed with a good

baritone Yoice and frequently appears on the concert platform. |

W. FRANCIS, GATES.

Although a young man, Mr. Gates hus published some of the best-

‘known of
compiled
and ideas
havinga

American musical works. At the age of twenty-three he
‘‘ Musical Mosaics,” a collection of the beat musical sayings
by writers of all times and countries. This work is still
large sale, as it practically has the field to itself. This

latter statement also applies to his “ Anecdotes of Great Musicians,”
which is having even a larger sale than the “ Mosaics,” as it is more

popular in style and contents. His latest work is Pipe and Strings,”
a beautifully illustrated series of historical sketches, treating of the
principal musical instruments. This book is especially adapted to
supplement a course of historical reading.
Frequent articles from Mr. Gates’ pen appear in the columns of
TuE ETUDE, Music, Musical Visitor, and other journels of high stand- ing. He has also published some music, giving his attention to com- *position, principally to vocal music.
:

The modern idea has taken hold of the old question,
‘* What will John do with his education?” and inverted
it into, ‘‘ What will education do with John?’
And
80, 10 a similar senge, instead of asking what we will do
with our musical education, we may well parallel this

query with another and ask,
|‘ What will our musical
repay us for our time and trouble:
We cannot fully education do for us?”
;
understand the works of the master, whose inner perEducation in its broadest ace \s the development of
sonality has not been urifolded to ua through his bio- man’s higher faculties and better tendencies. It con
graphy and letters. The differing styles of interpreta-. sists not so much inthe knowing as in the power to -

THE

I

|
|

ETUDE.
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know aad the power to feel. Herbert Spencer says
there are three lines along which study. may be conducted: first, toward the world below us, z. ¢., in the
line of natural science ;second, toward the world around

us, in sociological lines, examining the inter relationships of humanity ; third, toward! the world! above us,—
the ethical, the moral, the emotional,—the

soul-world.

this classification,
we may at once see that

Accepting

music, properly studied, extends far into the borders of
each of these planes of mental activity. It is based on
natural science; it is nurtured in the best of human
' relationships, having one of its greatest fields of activity
asa social factor; and it, more than any other science
orart, hag to do with the spiritual and emotional side

of life.

|
|

|

g

!

Music is an educational factor not to be despised,
although superficial thought haa led some to regard it as
but a pleasing sensation.
Whilejin this pleasure-giving
possibility lies one of its greatest |powers, it has a‘higher

sphere than to give mere pleasure to humanity.

It isa

factor in intellectual growth,—a mental gymnastic; it is

lant to mental activity. Not only does the fire of -old
thought burn brightly, but new thought bursta into act-

the lowest chords of despondency to the highest notes
of exaltation.

:

ive flame, thongh before it had lingered dormant like the |
flickering blue light that hovers o’er the slowly burning
Are
we not, for these reasons, justified in concluding —
coals,
.
8 F
‘As we voice our emotions in music, they. vivify into” that there is no one branch of human activity which at
definite being thoughts that had been lingering on the once bears so strong a relation to the\development of the
threshold of consciousness, and which needed but the intellect, to the expansion and discipline of the emotions,

spark of related emotion to awaken them into life, And
it is with emotion as with thought. One emotion induces
another and each is the germ of thought concepts, ac-.
tions,

and

deeds

which

may

culminate

and |to the formation of character, as does the science

and jart. of music?

in ‘results be-

yond calculation.
Since memory is regarded as the lowest of our men- |
tal powers, it is not necessary for us to more than call

attention to the high development: of this faculty which
music imposes.. It ia a continual memory cultivation,
and the results-of close application to musical memorization approach the bounds of the incredible.
Many
compositions played in proper tempo require the production of over a thousand tones per minute; many ofthe
really great pianists can produce a dozen. concertos and
ascore of sonatas; many an opera singer has in his
repertoire as great a number of operas, each requiring
a whole evening for performance.
All this froni memjory. . What. other study so develops this common fac“ulty? :
a4
.

| GOUNOD'S VISIT TO MENDELSSOHN,
Menpeissoun

received

me

adminably.

I use

this

word purposely, in order to express| the gracious condesdension with which a man of such| distinction treated

a young fellow who could have been nothing more in his
opinion than a pupil. Daring the oudays that I passed
at Leipzig, [can-say that Mendelssohn occupied himself.
entirely. with me.
He questioned me concerning my
studies and ‘my works with the liveliest and sincerest

interest; he asked to hear, upon cs piano, my ‘last
composition, and.I received from hi _ the most precious.

an exponent of the soul-state, aj language of the emotions; and beyond these, or perhaps because of these
words of approbation
and encouragement. I will men' * things, it is, finally, a medium for the refinement of the
tion but one of them, which I have always been too
B
I
.
z
agg
intellectual and the xsthetical life, Learning is not
proud of ever to forget. I had played for him the Jies
always accompanied by that appreciation of fine disTre of my Vienna requiem. He placed his hand upon
tinctions,; of high ideals, or of lofty conceptions to
a part of it written for five voices, without accompaniwhich we apply the term refinement.
: The loftiest element in man is the emotional.
One ment, and said :—
In the true education, each mental faculty, each means
My friend, this part might be signed by Cherubini.’’
grants this when he admits that the soul is higher than
of expregsion, must have its increment of power, its the mind ; for the emotional is that whic
h has to do with . Words like these, coming from such a great maater,
broadened sphere of action and| development. In the soul rather than that which deals alone with
mind. In are real decorations, and one carries them with more
edicational curriculum we find that science evolves the term ‘!emotion” may be incl
pride than any number of ribbons.
uded ‘all that warmth
accuracy jand concéntration of ‘the thinking powers;
' Mendelssohn was director of the Gewandhaus Philand feeling emanating from the soul, that power of conmathematics develops the calculating, and logie the ceiving and divining the beau
tiful;
that operation of harmonic Society. This society’ was not ‘holding its
reasoning] faculties; while historical study gives a the soul, as thought is the
meetings at that time, the concert segson having passed;
operation of the mind.
broader and maturer judgment.
Thought underlies action ; emotion underlies thought. but he had the delicate thoughtfulnegs to call it together
Musical theory inlits various subdivisions, —acouatica,
Emotion is to the thought what the soul is to the body. ° for; me, and to let me hear his beautiful work called the
harmony, composition, orchestration, ef cvlera, is, a8 a It is the vital ele
Scotch Symphony, in A minor, a copy of the score of
ment, the. inspiring power of .our
mental gymnastic, the equal of any atudy
of college or thoughts, the mainspring of our actions... Our
which he gave me with a word of friendly remembrance
fee
lin
g,
|
-university; to this the student of musical theory will i. ¢., our
ni hisown hand. Alas! the premature death ofthis
emotion, is the germ; our thought, the mature

_ promptly bear witness.

And being as taxing to the

mental powers, it is, as a consequence, equally valuable

ag an intellectual factor.. But while music, thoroughly
studied, is the equal of other branches of learning in ita

powers of mind development, it jshould by no means be
substituted for a general curriculum. © Art without
science and literature is as incomplete as aré literature

tree; and our.action is the fruit of both.
gr gat and charming genius was soon to mule of this sou- The emotional element being thus deep-seated in our : venir a genuine and precious relic!
,
.
nature, the work of development will only approximate
Mendelssohn did not limit himself to the calling
together of the Philharmonic. Sopiety. He was an
completeness when the emotional has received commen-

organist of the first order, and wished to acquaint me
with several of the numerous and admirable compositions of Sebastian Bach for that instrument, over which.
and science without art.
;
he reigned. supreme.
For this purpose he ordered to be .,
Strong intellectuality is a dominant feature of the
| examined and putin good eee the old organ of
mind thus co-operating with emotion.
master-works of the musical art. In the study of -the
The human intellect has, in oral. and written language,
St. Thomas, formerly played by. ach -himself; and:
works of Bach, Beethoven, Schumann, Wagner (and
a method for conveying thought. , And likewise for the | there, for more than two hours, he revealed to me won:
the list might be largely extended), there is a world ot
soul a medium of expression has been provided.
ders of which I had no previous conception; then, to cap |
Th
at
culture; for their productions, froma purely intellectual medi
um is art; and music is of all the arts the most | the climax of his gracious kindnéss| he made me a gift
standpoint, -will bear comparison with the mastér- works
| ofja collection of motets by this same Bach, for whom he ©
sympathetic and the most generally cultivated.
‘* Peel- |
of science, philosophy, and literature. A comprehension
ings that stifle utterance, too strong to be conveyed
_-had @ religious veneration, according to whose achool
in
of their works requires a degree of mentality that could
simple words, are breathed melodiously to the he
he had been formed from his childhood, and whose
ar
ts
of
command an understanding of the most-subtle philosomen in the universal language of music.”
grand oratorio of The Passion |According to St.
No
w,
ha
‘
vi
ng
phies.
And beyond this, examined from the artistic ‘t
ee
he language giving the emotio. ns, we have at on
he directed and accompanied from -memory
: Matthew
ce
a
point of view, they carry us past the boundaries of lan
- ° «means for reaching the soul life, and an
when only fourteen years old.— From Gounod's Memoirs.
ad
di
ti
on
me
al
an
s
|
guage, science, and literature into the realms of the
for its guidance and control.
otherwise intangible and inexpressible,—into the realms.
~ The emotional faculty is to a greater or less
er degree |
of the emotional and the artistic. |
:
present in every human being, ‘but the inherent power
|" This music-infatnates me!’’| It was-thus PadeThe study of music, if properly conducted, contribfor its regulation ia not always present. The moré cr
ude | rewski spoke of the efforts of Chinese artists in San
utes directly to intellectual ‘advancement.
Muzic ‘is .the individual, the more uncontro
lled are his feelings. | Francisco. ‘Thenit is music?” was asked.
- based in its rhythmical relations on mathematics,
_'* Musie,”?
and. A higher degree of civilization gives an expa
nsion and he answered, ‘‘ music? Why, it:is wonderful music.
hence requires a continuoua use of the calculative fac
I
- culture of all his faculties; and ina thorough
study and never saw more dramatic expression put into tones. In
*. ulties, Correct performance necessitates a
rapid sue- assimilation
of music the ‘emotions, while being | their plays
cession of quick and accurate calculations, of which
fully half their effects are produced by the
streugthened, are thoroughly disciplined.
oo
there can be no cessation while the playing or singing
‘orchestra.. I could not understand |their words, but the
Tt has been said that as many languages ag'a
man has music told the story. What. appealed to me most was
lasts. In this are exercised the executant’s
‘powers of learned,

alertness, concentration, and precision of thought.
"Time and’space might be well-apent in showin
g the

surate treatment.’ And not only must our emotions be
strengthened, but, lest they run riot, and degenerate
into mere sentimentality, they should continually be
subject to the regulation of well-balanced judgment,

80 many times a man

is he.

Then how much

more are we men when we have given
the soul a
language through which it may voice its -higher
aspira-

the beautiful simplicity of it all and the evident art.
There

can be no doubt, it is art,!’ he asserted, when

effect of musical study on such characteristics
some one questioned the work of the musicians coming
of a fully. ‘tions,
developed mind as self-reliance and | self-res
-under that head. ‘‘It is art, too, that is the result of centraint, paThat the impartingof emotional states from
tience and perseverance,—these’ giving, ag
one per- turies of study. Those players do not sing as the
y do
anecessary son to another may be bat par
tially complete, but proves
result, great powers of mental endurance;
without great study and practice:/’ Neither-could the
but it is evi- the real depths of emot
ion; just as the moat lofty instrumentalist
dent that a study which: involves so hi
a produce the effects they do without
gh a degree of thought-conceptions are
difficult of precise and com.) having been carefully
_ mentality would in no slight meas
trained. It|séems to me to com-.
ure establish these plete expressi
on. A soul-state isin an intangible, inde- most desirable habits of mind.
bine manypeculiarities of the Slavic and of the Scotch
ra
: scribable condition, and its lang
uage is necessarily of the. music.- The rhythm
Beyond necessitating much mental act
is perfect. Through. long bits of
ivity in-its ac- same nature. Bat musi
c as a language for the emotions: recitative
" . qiirament and production, music
the entire orchestra rests, yet the measure is
18, in-its turn, a stimu- can parallel
them in expression, though they range from’
never lost.””
i
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pedal.

Scholtz, Klindworth, Kullak,. Mikuli
,
an
d all ception of Chopin's music,
the other editors of Chopin’s wo
rks are very

{

Prize,

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF CHOPIN’S
“WORKS.
|
,
i

{

BY ALFRED

VEIT.

ALFRED

-

VEIT was

VEIT.

:

4 in the

with Marmdéntel in
mentions, his name -

with Leschetsky in Vienna.

From

the euspices of Hans vy. Bulow), where he was appo
inted the prin-

cipal teacher of the higher-classes for piano
playing.

Besides teach

ing in Geneva he played considerably in public, in
troducing for the
first-time

the Septuor, by St. Saens, Trios, by Jose
ph Callaerta,

’ Bargiel, ete.’ In-1889 he returned to Ne
w York, where he Haas been

‘devoting himself exclusively. to piano tea
ching, with ocpasional
contributions

on musical

topics
to the Cosmopolitan

musical periodicals and: Magazines.

He

and various

has published nothing

excepting a transcription of Richard Wagner’s ‘‘
Magic Fire Scene”

music from the “ Walkiire,” which has called
forth laudatory] notices
from some of the greatest authorities in the
musical profession,

THE most important requirements for a succ
essful performance of Chopin's music, in my opinion,
consists in
beauty of touch and tone, There are
many to whom

. this statement’ may appear strange, in
asmuch asl those
qualities are supposed to enter into the
composition ‘of

every pianiat.:| One moment's ‘consideration,
however,

‘will be sufficient to demonstrate the truth of
the labove
assertion.

Take Hans von Biilow, for instance,

hile

-in the opinion of some Biilow's superi
ority as a Beethoven player was beyond dispute, in th
e opinion of others’

‘he lacked the sensuous charm which is the
first requisite
fora beautiful touch. Thus Bulow practica
lly demon- strated that a pianist may be a great Be
ethoven player
‘even Without an: ideal touch. Not so
in the case of

. -Chopin’s musi¢, which is so closely identifi
ed with |absolute beauty: that only the possessor of
an ideal touch

can do justice to it. :
We are told by pupils of Chopin that the
Polish com. poser hadan exceedingly delicate touch,
the prin iples
. of. which he tried to inculcate
in his pupils. Further-.’
more, we are fold that he preferred to
play upon the
Pleyel piano of| the period on account of
its light action,

- and that in every way he endeavored to
avoid what Was

*. productive. of a harsh, unsympatheti
c .Btyle.
Bearing
this-in mind, it iis scarcely possible to th
ink of him asthe
composer of the great polonaises in wh
ich the heroic

. element predominates.

;

Judging from the accounts given us
by De Lenz,
George Mathias, Princess Czartoryska,
and others, the

great composer
_teacher..

He

must

have been equally great as a

appears to have made

the moat

careful

"study of touch by applying different method
a Gaculaie,

demi: staccato, legato, and portamento
.
Indeed, it} ia a
curious fact to notice a genius like Chopin
submit to the
strain of teaching, and ia but another esea
mmpinabiin of
‘the definition of genius as a ‘¢ capa
city for taking.
paing.”?

. A beautiful touch is not the only re
quisite for an
- adequate performance of Chopin’s music.
The Suctess-

ful Chopin player must possess an innate
poetic nature,
grace, elegance, and, to speak atrictly fr
om a pianistic
point of view, the knowledge of the use
of the second.
pedal. Take away the second. pedal
from a mo ern

‘piano and Chopin's music will be simply
unintelligible.
It isto be ‘regretted that’ musicians ha
ve not, aslyet,
‘Agreed upon a way of indicating the use of
the second:
i

sion upon Schumann when he heard Chop
in play the

é6.ude in A flat, Op. 25. Almost all th
e arabesques in
Chopin's music ought to be played wi
th the second
pedal alone orin combination with the fr
at pedal. The
F minor étude, Op. 25, the D flat waltz,
and the ber-

among his favorite pupils in his
book, * Virtuoses Contemiplorains,”
After returning to America dnd
devoting himself to teaching,
from 1882 to 1885, he returned to ~ ceuse are well known
the second pedal.
Europe and studied one winter

:
H
the latter city he received a call
to the Academie de Musique, Geneva, Switzerl
and (founded under
|

t’s * pedal extremities”? remove
d, and though he
' nay otherwise posseas brilliant
qualities, one of the most
effectual attributes as a Chopin pl
ayer has become lost to
him. Innumerable instances in
the mazourkas, the
'. Nocturnes, the berceuse, and
the adagios of the con.

certos could be quoted as showing
the absolute necegsity for the use of the second peda
l. The chiaroscuro
the Stuttgart Conservator , whero
effects produced by the great pianis
ts in their perforhe remained four ne
The
mances of Chopin’s music can easi
winter of 1880 was spent in Berlin,
ly be traced’ to the
second pedal. And no doubt it was
where he studied the plano with
the beauty of the
Kullak and. harmony with Rich- _ combination of
the pedala which made such an impr
es- ard Wuerst; the "Narn winter

year 1860 in New York dity. At
the age of sixteen he wag sent to

he studied
Paris, who

ALFRED

No composer for the piano
has ever been as much the
victim of misapprehension
on the part of ‘his interpreters
as was Frangois Chopin.
Even the greatest pianists
occasionally demonetrate
their inability to cope with
all the different moode of the
Polish composer.
Have we not recently heard
one of
the greatest hammer away
at certain parts of the Barcarole as thou

careful aa
10 the use of the first pedal, but‘
not ina single instance
have they indicated the use of th
e second pedal, which
is of equalimportance. - The effect
s produced by the great
pianists spoken of as “ velvet” ar
e brought about by the
second pedal or the combination of
both pedals, Imagine
& pianis

t
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gh the gondoliers were on
qa strike? (And
Tam positive I heard my ne
ighbor mutter to himself,
** Tant de bruit four une—barcar
ole,”’
No doubt, the later works
of Chopin call for greater
breadth

of treatment.

With the possible exception of

the mazourkas, the walizes,
Op. 64, and the bercenuse,
the compositions, beginning
with the polonaise in F
sharp minor, Op, 4!, are co
nceived on larger lines,

Nothing in the whole réalat of
piano forte literature
equuls the barbaric grandeur
of that Polonaise. Its
rugged rhythms do not suggest
to me the stately ceremony associated with the memo
ries of Poland's ariatocracy, but rather. the wild on
slaught of Attila, the
cyclon
ic

‘scourge of God.’
Do you not hear the
gallop of horses ag they canter
over the battlefield
strewn with the corpses of the sl
ain? And do you not
illustrations of the effective use of
hear the call of the bugle, the sh
riek of the owl?
+
ee
.
The ghastly horsemen disappear
Incalculable harm has been brought about
in the
by the use silence of the night.
,
.
Then listen to those
of the term “rubato.”
I'am convinced that Chopin
soft, undulating harmonies.
What delicious ballet- never dreamt of the mischief that woul
d result trom the
music! Does it not seem ag though ga
zelle-eyed maidens
abuse of the rubato.
It has been used chiefly in connecin slow, rhythmical movements were
tion with Chopin’s works, as though a cert
tr
ying to divert
ain elasticity the mind of th
e wearied conqueror by their graceful
of rhythm—which is the real meaning of
rubato—apdancing?
plied to his music alone.
Imagine the adagio of the
The Chopin of the F sharp minor polo
Moonlight Sonata, the Rondo in A minor by
naise, of the
Mozart,
ballade, Op. 52, and the polonaiee-fantas
ie is no more
or the Impromptu in B flat by Schubert play
ed in cast- the Chopin petted an
d flattered by the ladies of the rogeiron tempo.
Great ‘Chopin players, like Rabinstein,
scented drawing-rooms of Warsaw and
Paris. He ig
Mme. Essipoff, and Pachmann, have démonstrat
ed con- the Polish Prometheus, tied
down to the rock of exile
clusively that Chopin’s music may be played with un
iform
after having despoiled the empyrean of
its celdstial’
rhythm, modifications of which would be equall
y appli- melodies.
Nor could the vulture who fed upon his
cable to the music of Bach or Schuraann, (I reme
mber
genius subdue the chained martyr by means
of her base
an instance in which Rubinstein produced quit
e an machinations. Let us be gratef
ul—pauvre Fréd¢ric!}
impreasion by playing thé bass of the A flat waltz,
Op. —
42, in perfect time. The accompaniment in this cas
e

was even heard above the melody, quite an unusual pro-'
ceeding, but one which caused a startling effect). The
rubato legend is gradually disappearing,—indeed, has
‘been on the wane for some time, as evinced by Henselt’s criticism of Miss Walker's playing and related by
her in her interesting book, ‘ My Musical Experiences.’?

PRIZE ESSAY.
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Through the ill-advised suggestions of a gentleman wha

thought Miss Walker played the’ E minor concerto
‘far too strictly in time and without sufficient freedom
and variations in the tempo,’’ Miss Walker succeeded in turning the beautiful composition ‘‘into a sensational

piece something in the style of a- Liszt rhapsody."
How great was her surprise when Henselt burst into the
room exclaiming, ‘‘ Why all these changea in the tempol’? The great pianist then played the concerto himself, without the rubato, which Miss Walker had probably
exaggerated, thus causing, Henselt’s wrath.
I do not
wish to be misunderstood as advocating that Chopin's
music should be played in strict time. That would be

absurd. Not even sho
the metronomical rubato be
resorted to which von Biilow introduced in his editions
of the fioritura passages of the Beethoven sonatas.

A

certain latitude in rhythm is desirable, but, carried to
excessthe
, rubato’in Chopin’s works will be as reprehensible as when applied'to the works of other composers.
For instance, take that weird nocturne in C
sharp minor.so suggestive of
The Loreley.’’ No one
would dream of playing in’ strict time the opening
measures, which may easily be assumed to represent the

placid waters of the Rhine.

And when ‘'the maiden

so wondrous fair’’ begins to sing her entrancing melody,
no sane mortal will attempt it in metroncme time. Nor
does the second part with its surging movement, in which

‘‘the youth in his boat drifts by without seeing the whirl-

pool turnirg,”’ call forth a regular succession of rhythmical pulsations.
On the. contrary,
the seething character of the music carries the player. onward, faster

and faster, until the climax crashes into those terrible
octaves, ““ swallowing both boat and boatman anon.”!

To sum up, I would.say that the exaggeratéd use of
the rubato is responsible toagreat degree for the miscen-
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| BY HENRY HOLLEN.
Tr is now about half a century since’ the musical
philosopher first made his appearance:
With Schubert
was ushered in a class of musicians who were not merely,
musical machinesbat
, practicable, rational beings, men
who could handle the pen aa well as they could use the

keyboard, and men

who possessed various degrees of

mental knowledge.

:

a

The time came when the man with all his knowledge
in the finger-enda stepped quietly to the rear, and the
practicable, reasoning musician came to the front, Although fifty years have passed since the ‘first musical

scientist, was invented, the mechanical

type is not yet

obsolete.
He still desperately clings ‘‘like-a leech” to
all musical communities, a weight, a hindrance to the
progress of the divineart. And so he remains, ignorant,
selfish, and prejudiced, turning’ out in his shop and

importing in great numbers exact prototypes of himself,
These in turn establish their manufactorien, where ‘the

‘fashionable teacher,’’ the

‘brilliant pianist,” \the

“« composer of Golden Sunlight,” the ‘*anti-Chopiniat,”
and other musical oddities are made.
They will forever
be as anchors to the ship of progress ; they will resist all
beneficial improvements ; in fine, they will be a diagyace
to their art and to their profession.
With snares and
machinations they mizlead the public; with the flourished
‘* professor ’? before their names they dazzle the society

leaders; and with their affectation and assumed magnanimity they induce the “* Miss’ to buy their wares.
But the public must not be allowedto be thus deceived.
A musical education of the masses'must be commenced,
Books and musi¢ journals must act as missionariesin this
i

ai
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Remember that all your possessions characterize you—
none more than ‘books.’’ Be judicious in your choice.
music journal. It is capable of broad distribution. It Learn to discern that which is truly worthy. Admit to
reaches all people. It should. be the aim of the music your library those books which will benefit you..; Good
Journal, therefore, to educate the masses to that degree literature is cheap, and the cost of a few chosen volumes
thatitmay be possible for them to judge the qualities of is within the means of all. Keep abreast of the times by
the teachers and to understand their methods.
More- reading catalogues and reviews.
=
|.
A

a an of the metronome and performances on the
clavier.
a
OF
Bae
_8
>
Just as a reaction has set in ‘favoring the imagination
in both literature and the histrionic art we may expect
soon to hear a cry, in the old-time phraseology, for “ex-

Become acquainted with the works of the classical

Art is fundamentally human and emotional, and can

-work.
Ot all the means by which the education of the
ignorant may be-brought about, the most efficient is the

over, it should

be the duty of the true musician to see

that such musical literature is supplied to his ignorant
neighbor.
:

composers,

The European

editions of their composi-

Americans would have shortly become content with the:

pression,’’ technically called temperament.

only bear Scientific habiliments for a short period ot
time without chafing against the confinement, These

tions may be obtained cheap. -Purchase the songs of
When the public is educated in such affairs, what will ‘Schubert, the symphonies of Beethoven, and the piano premonitory symptoms of reaction we en evidence not
be the result? The insincere teacher, the instructor with scores of the celebrated operas. ‘Study them, that youl long since in the instance ofa sorg recital given by
his flimsy methods will meet the fate they richly deserve.
may be an intelligent listener. Analyze them that their several of the best known .chamber-concert singers. in
Instead of living gn the fat of the land, they will find inner beauties’may be clearly unfolded. Interest your America, A critic devoteda column in his paper next
themselves destitute, and in the end will be ostracized.
pupils in. the lives of the giants of music. Relate inci- day to pointing out the unmeérciful sacrifice of temperaThe machines and the routine men will become obsolete, dents and anecdotes of their careers. | In fine, fire theix : ment to tone production during that afternoon
of deand music may progress unhindered and unchecked.
ambitions, and thereby infuse a light of interest into the lightful song singing. A yearago that same critic made
Let us, however, refrain from idealizing. -Let uslook at driest lesson. The true musician, then) is he who strives it his object in life to insist upon tone- produ
ction regardaffairs as they now exist. Ofail*professions there is to enlarge his knowledge as well as to increase his lesa of interpretation. a
wx
1s
none which includes so many prejudiced and illiterate technic.
The true musician is he who is above prejuTo be. sure, the masses of people know little and care’
persons as that of music.
This ig certainly a-surprising dice. The true musician is, in short, he who emless about-the art of music. What they do want is ‘‘ex-°
fact when we consider that’ music is the divine art, the bodies the practicable, the noble, and [the intelligent.
. pression’ in sounds put to words they can understand,
noblestof
all arts.
When we consider, also, the myriads
and their desires would probably balance for some time
oe
of the ignorant people who allege that music is their
to come the general tendency away from the expression
‘chosen and beloved profession, can we wonder why it is
of emotions.
;

so detested by many?
teachers who hesitate

“asked to do so.

PRIZE ESSAY.

It isa fact that there are music
to state their profession when.

:

It is also a fact that the teacher of

music has been the object of manya aneer, and in many

cases has he been treated with ditrespect..
It we admit then that the profession is so little respected, by what means may it be elevated? ‘By the
education of the ignorant, ia the anawer.
By educating
the public generally, the qualities and methods of a good

teacher may be understood.

ge

:
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“EDUCATION 'AND TASTE NECESSITATE
THE LOSS OF THE POWER TO ENJOY2
BY ‘ANNA FARQUHAR.

It is aaid that many

teachers are deficient in common-school education. It
is atated by good authorities that the majority do not read.
’ Now reading is the most’‘efficient method of education,
for by systematic reading, the teacher ‘ may make good

‘singing, and composing, when you live, year after year,

without listening to music’other.than that made by your
_ pupils and yourself??? ‘Ah! ‘my inspiration comes

from within!’ he replied.
ee
:
Now where great genius is concerned this state of

don, and Paris. Nature gave her
aphenomeoul contralto voice. with.
a range frony the lowest C toC and
Dinalt. Ste sang professionally
in Boston for several years, then
‘ill-health prevented a- continu+
ance of her career, and she turned
her thoughts to the purely literary

that the most satisfactory is the book and the music
journal ?:

The non-reading teachers usually and for the most

part make up the narrow-minded class, who think that

shallow. These non-read:ng teachers, or fogies as they
may appropriately be called, compose largely the musi
c

worth hearing. It all bores me! ?’
. “ Where do you derive your inspiration for teaching,

affairs might bereasonable, but in most cases, even after
ANNA FARQUHAR,
was born in
years spent in accumulating musical impressions, the.
Indianapolis
Ind.,
, in 1866. For
supply pontden meet the demand.
Where 80 much
the ‘last ten} years she has lived
between Boston, New York, Lon4 . thoroughly ¢ jod music is to be heard, the blasé attitude

the neglects of his earlidst education.’’ To besure, there
are other means by which one may acquire learning,
such as the lecture and the concert, but who can doubt

a musical education consists merely ir singing or playing,
as the case may be. The members of this’ clasa are of
the opinion that only the fingers or the voice should be
educated, and consequently the intellect will always be

Prize,

‘DOES: THE ACQUISITION OF “ARTISTIC

By educating the teachers

we induce them to a higher level.

Not long since I asked a singing-teacher who has’
lived, sung, and taught in most of the musical centera
of the world, why he never goes to’ concerts or to the
grand opera. ‘'Bah;’’ he replied, ‘there is so litue

side of her art.
i —_

:

\

é

At present she ig

living in Boston, engaged in teach. -

i

‘ing vocal music.

Miss Farquhar

is also a musical

critic and doeé

much general literary work. .I
ANNA

a

FARQUHA R.

:

the fall she] expects

to have

her

suggests affectation, and is there any sphere in lite
where such harvests of affectation-are reaped: as in the
realms of art—especially musical art?
The simplicity of the great mind seems never to find:
a Vogue.
a
“Mr. Emil Pauer, the present conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, ia to be seen at many of the

good concerts given in Boston, and he listens with the |
utmost simplicity and good will, applauding right
heartily when something deserving comes on ‘the programme. Others
of the same caliber could be mentioned as exceptions to the rule of shrugging criticiam.

. first novel, |"A Singer’s Heart,’

which deals with musical topics th roughout,.pubi:shed by Roberts
Bros, When in London she does some drawing-room singing, and
regularly contributes to the. Boston Transcript as a special corre,
spondent, but her health never permit
of much
s
excitement in a
public way. To quote her own words, “ Many teachers have bee
mine, but-to me. Shakespeare is the great vocal authority, and
count myself Ais pupil.”
5

Among the young amatéure and dilettanti this tenprofession. It is universally conceded that the far
mer
dency ceaseg| to be painful and is only ‘amusing. © I
who reads his weekly agricultural paper is'a better
farmer °
once witnessed a scene apropos between brother and
than his neighbor who rarely reads a line.. Itis con‘sister. The latter was of mediocre voice and talent,
ceded that the business man, who reads carefully his
having completed only a dozen’ or 80 leasons in singing.
Haberdashe?'s Journal or other publication,
is more
Said she to her brother, who knew singing. by way of.
-progressive than he who reads nothing relating
to his”
A question confronting us in serious. guise is—Doeg “papular opinion, and was quite unpretentious, ‘‘ The
-business.
The teacher who reads his educational paper
the acquisition of artistic education and taste necessitate truth is that Patti never was a great singer—my teacher
will make the best educator. Hence it must fo
llow that the loss of the power to enjoy?.
says so! ’?
%
"
ithe teacher of music who peruees each.
month his wel- |
At
one time I believed it was the little learning said | * Patti neyer was a great singer! ’’ he exclaimed ;
“come music journal,
wi‘ll be the more intelligent.
to be a dangerous thing which was\at fault. with the. ‘‘well: if she wasn’t may I ask who is?”
.
i
~ It isin the music journal that the teache
r comes in con- great majority of listeners, but the
fact! cannot be denied
‘*T mean in the sense ‘of versatility,’™she explained.
‘tact with the giants of his profession.. In
it he may read that the musicians who stand for
emost in America as. a She could only do light, fippant parts, while the great
of their methods; He may become acquai
nted with the exponents.of their art rarely find any
thing but critical singer can impart every emotion to mankind, ** moat
"current news, and ‘moreover, he wil
lbe informed con- pleasure in the best con
certs and aperas to be had: evidently quoting her teacher.
_
“cerning the publications and novelties of
*the reliable Looking over the audiences in Boston and
New York,
music firms. ‘ Books keep us. info
The brother rose with unmitigated disgust on his face
rmed abont yeater-. even al the symphony
concerts, the musicians to be seen and in his voice, saying,
-” day ; current literature, about to-day.”
Well, do you want to know
’” Therefore, it is are few and far between,
and when they do go they sit my eye
necessary for every persou who
es The sooner ‘you stop singing-lessons
wishes to. keep abreast as though on the
gui vive for flawa in|the performance,|
of-the times and who wishes to talk inte
the better, for anybody who says. Patti ‘can’t sing ought
lligently to his following the score as though
eager to. discover somé
fellows, to follow the music journal cl
to be in alunatic asylum if she isn’t already !??
osely,
‘technical weakness'in the performers.
Every musician should own a librar
The amateur gets the critical bee-in her bonnet, so to
y. Says Sir Arthur
This can partially be laid to the technical excesses of
Helps concerning this point: ‘A
she stows away any real musiapeak, much |soonerthan
Mint
man. never gets as the day, no doubt—each
man snxious|for corroboration cal learning in her head.
_. much out of a book as when he po
ssesses it. It is true of hisown ‘‘method” or the
ories at the expense of some
LTo an American, the leniency of the Londoner toward
~ that one may depend on the circ
ulating libraries tor the one else perhap
s.
Recessary literature, but in most ca
haa something to
pbor technic provided the performer
ses: an individual
‘But whatever-the cause, the fact remains that mus
libraryismo: st to be desired.” _ I quot
i- ‘tell and tells it, ig‘temarkable.
e from that delight- cians nowadays, in the ‘main,
care not. for the tempera: ;
fal volume, ‘‘ Chats With Music
We are not advocating executive laxity in holding up
S udests,’’ by Thomas’ Ment of the
artist; what they want is execution and the the English by way of illustration, but we are insisting
_. Tapper: “Begin as soon 48 poss
ible to own books.. Have
bringing out of the intellectual elements of music.
-. your library. A book-case
|” upon charity and a balance of perfected mechanism and
of of Yoy ur own, set up in a
We may look upon Wagner as:a veritable Messiah ‘of |
‘corner of ‘the music-room, will be
temperament.
a
‘4
a worthy possession. the emotions, for wi
thout him (one isiprone to fear): the | The celebrated singing-master. of London, William
i
i
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Shakspeare, whom Gounod pronounced the.greateat.
or-

chestral pianist of his acquaintance some twenty years

cism ; then finish with a word or two in disp
aragement
A great deal can also be gained th
of the performance which they are noticing.
rough amateur or_ chestral practice, under capable
direction, but it is imAn inexplicable feature
of professional criticiam ig possible to
train simultaneously a large number of
the diversity of opinion expressed concerning
mua given -

ago, told ime, last spring, with boyish glee, of what
Madame Schumann thought of the piano instruction
he
had given hisdaughter when Miss Shakspeare first went
performance by several critics, all men of
mature and
to her for lessons. (Shakspeare will play through
a wide experience, and equally read in the tradit
ions of
Wagner operatic score on the piano and fairly make one
the art and the possibilities of the specific comp
osition.
believe the brasges are attached to his instrument; but
This common occurrence would urge one into th
e be.
_in so doing, he employs tricks repudiated with scorn
by lief that we have no standard of artistic perfection
, each
Fran Schumann. ) When the fine old lady alheard
man creating his own—a state of affairs coinci
dent with
Miss Shakspeare play, contemplatirg her in the light of
the universal individualiém of the day, but no
more to be
a prospective pupil she cried, “‘ Mein Gott! where have desi
red for that reason.
os
you studied? ‘Where did you get such tricks and flourCharity and some slight observance of the Go
lden
ishes! These we will soon stop! ”’.
Rule would perhaps (joined to an ever widening
knowl-.
It remains an opén question as to whether-the entire ed
ge of and sympathy for art among the Amer
ican
profession might. not learn a thing or two could they mass
es) help us to fairer, more intelligent, and unlikewise produce the effect of orchestra on the piano bias
ed criticism.
when the composition played is scored for orchestra, no matter if the hands be held in some position contrary
to pianoforte jtradition and technical laws.” ‘Certainly
‘SOME ADVIOE TO THE
we would not recommend

PARENTS
STUDENTS.

this innovaticn in the lexecu-

tion of a Bach fugue or a Mendelssohn song without:
words; but why omit the effect entirely from piano wor
k ,

because there is.no precedent for this particular jway of

raising or holding the hands?

BY

MARIE

rumental 4s in vocal ‘work.—America
n Art Journal.’
——

AIM HIGH,
In music, as in all life, always, let your
ideal be the
highest it is possible to conceive, and
never allow. your"self to be contented with anything in
any degree leas

than the highest.

wearying, 8o useleas, atrainirg always after an
impracticable, unattainable ideal, Why not be co
ntented with
something within our reach; something whic
h can he
grasped definitely and retained at will? Yes,
I grant

OF MUSIO

you, it is wearisome to stand always on tiptoe
, with eyes
and hands uplifted, straining anxiously towa
rd that
noblest, higheat ideal, which is always so far abov
e and
beyond our reach.” It is so much easier and more
comfortable to lean contentedly againet our favorite
props,

MERRICK,

else.
No doubt the critics and most piano players
would. be shocked could they see Paderewski in london
at the home of his intimate friends, Mr.'and Mrs: Kor-

bay, who, for many years, did uncommonly good musi-

cal work in N ew. York.
There he is at’ home, and after he has consumed
enough of his particular brand of cigarettes to rhin the

constitution
of an ordinary man, he will jump up from
the dinner table and play, play, play—anything—every-.
thing, street tunes, operatic airs—giving vent to every

phase of a light-hearted mood.

oe

Last spring in London, while lunching‘at this ¢harming house, Mra, Korbay told me how, a short time before, Paderewski sat on and on giving rein to his blithe,
after dinner mood, when suddenly he jumped up as
though possessed crying, ‘* Why don’t you send me

I'm an hour late for the Dachers of -

"8

musical—but. those cigarettes come right out at my finger'sends.”
,
md.
, Many pianists of mediocre ability would scoff at the

idea of extemporizing on a.atreet song as after-dinner

amusement, but the gréat master ia musically asi naive
as-a child when the occasion impels the expression of
such an.emotion, and for that very reason he stands

where he does'in the popular heart.
What do thg thousands who throng to hear him play
know or appreciate about his marvelous technic
No,
they have found a piano player who playa ar what
they call*!expression,’” and as I say, the Renaissance
of ‘emotions being well along in its development he
'. stands closer to the understanding of multitudes than
does D'Albert or other equally great masters lof the
technical and intellectual sides of music.
:
The popular idea of criticism consists in picking out
flaws and leaving the gocd unnoticed—a manner ot procedure which sifted down is most uncritical beoneone-

sided. True criticism is the search for truth, gbod or
bad, with an absolutely unbiased judgment.
As with,human beings, no performance is tota ly bereft of desirable elements, even if one must em ploy a

search light occasionally to find them,

Every family should possess as good a piano ag pos-

sible. Far more importantis it if you desire good music
in the home that you ehould have a piano of aympathe-

tic tone and fine action than fashionable, expensive furniture or clothes. Of inanimate things, musical instru-

ments alone seem to be endowed with soul,
They can never be to. the sensitive soul merely ingenious piecesof mechaniem. They are really sentient-crea‘tions, differing as widely from one another of the same

The moment we begin to lower our

ideala, that moment do we, whether we
will or not, begin to lower also ourselves,
But, you say, it is so

.

This little illustration is by way of emphasizing’
the
danger of -conventional ex'remity in art or anything

"along!

-

sically untrained people to artistic
achievement in inBt

and to be satisfied with that which comes to hand easi
ly
and without much effort.
But does not the mere fact of standing tiptoe, gazing
fixedly at our ideal, bring ua nearer it? Are we not, in
such an attitude, nearer to it than when stooping, with
bent shoulders and downcast eyes, groping feebly after
some less worthy but less exacting model?
What does
~ it matter if our ideal is actual
ly unattainable? Do we
not raise ourselves

sort as do human beings.. Some are sympathetic, reSponsive ; some apathetic, wooden ; others shrill, harsh,
Pupils feel these varying influences, and are unquéstionably, although, perchance, unconsciously, affected
by them.

reach it?

nearer to it simply by striving to

And is not the mere

thought of an ideal so

pure and high that it is unattainable in iteelf elevating ?
Never mind the weariness, the disappointment.
Keep
your eyes fixed on the highest, and never for one mo‘ment suffer them ‘to be withdrawn.
No man or woman
No matter what the talent, the industry, the intelliever yet had too high an ideal, and no man or woman
gence of a student, speedy and effective results cannot
ever yet failed through having too high an ideal. It is
_ be achieved with an inferior or antiquated instrument.
only when we lose sight ot our ideals that we fail,
All that has been said concerning the q ality of the
Leaning contentedly against our favorite props may be
musical instrument applies equally to the teacher.
Be - comfortable: but let
‘us beware of sliding down lower
‘the wise individual who first counts the cost of an enterand lower, imperceptibly at first, but sliding down lower
prise, and before you commen
‘the ce
musical education
nevertheless, till at last we are overwhelmed by our
of your children decide about what-you can afford for
utter degradation, and lie groveling in the dust, without
it. Then expend it all for good teaching. The subeven sufficient energy or self respect to give one glance
stantial foundation laid by a really capable instructor,
or. sigh of regret for the ideal of which we have so goon
in two years or even one, can

be afterward

satisfactor«

ily built upon by an intelligent, industrious pupil;
whereas, if the two years are consumed in purposeleaa,
probably bad work, the pupil has but little to show, and
soon loses that, little.
;
Good musical compositions, as indispensable aids’
to the elevation of musical taste, will,.as a matter of
course, be supplied by the right teacher.
Parents should’ seek to acquire some knowledge of
what is good in music as well aa in literature; aleo of
musital history and biography.
They should, furthermore, try to keep in touch with the ideas and methods
of the leading musiciansof the time. They should,
above all, co-operate earnestly with the effortsof the
‘teacher to insure painstaking, intelligent practice by the
:
pupil.
The valueof a knowledge

of music for the male sex

is not sufficiently comprehended.
A certain amount of
musical atudy and practice should be insisted upon, for
‘boys as well as for girls. I would earnestly advise that

~dost sight.

“>
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ANEODOTE

OF HENSELT,

ALExanpeR Dreyscuocx told the following anecdote.

of Henselt, the celebrated Ruesian composer :—
Henselt usedto come every anmmer to Dresden where
some of his wife’s relatives lived. One day Dreyechock
going to call upon him heard him playingin a very aniHe -seated himeelf upon the stairs and
mated way.
waited a long time for the playing to be through. He
said jthat in follness, sweetness of tone, and in beauty
of phrasing it surpassed anything that he had ever
heard in his life, and he was particularly struck with the
beauty of the ideas. At length the playing ceasing he-

Fall of curiosity
knocked and was warmly welcomed.
he asked Henselt what he had been playing as he came .

Not long since one of the great. operas was being sung
in. Whereupon he answered that it was merely a newby equally great singers,
who gave a noble Josh sod each member of a family should acquire some skill upon idea that occurred to him. He added that whenever he.
and brilliant execution of the opera. But in the second a different instrument, and that all should be able to ' had a new idea he was so delighted that he could not
act the prima donna committed a slip of memory palpa- sing at sight and rightly use the sir g ng voice.
rest until he had turned it over in ever possible aspect—
ble to most-of the audience. Afterward her. otherwise
which was what he was doing in this ease. Then DreyThe variety of music that would then be possible
excellent performance sank into insignificance “ttheir ‘within the home is obvious.
:
ee achock asked him to play it for him, Whereupon seating
- comments which turned her inaide out for that one little
himself at the piano he playedit again—but with what
and vocal duets, trios, quartettes,
' Instrumental
misstep in musical progression..,
choruses and various orchestral combinations would be a difference! Sach was his nervousness and constraint
é
To a great dxtent this form of criticism is but egotisni practicable, and are more fraught,with interest to the in the pr-sence of a listener that the playing was entirely

or different from that which he had done while uncongcious
Not only was the phrasing less finished
of a hearer.
;
It is quite possible for persons without previous musi- and the conception less intense, but the very tonejiteelt
cal knowledge to acquire much for vocal use, from the had lost its round, full and satisfying quality. Thi was
rudiments to phrasing and expréssion, by means of the effect of constrictio# due to nervousness — WILLIAM
Mason.
singing societies under able leadership.

wrongly labeled. It is the desire to show off hg
Hl family as a whole than. solo performences by one
we ourselves know about the question in hand, in which more of its members.
4
2

feeling we arelably seconded.by many of the professional

critics of the.day, who show a growing tendency toward
. Writing a column about the way the other celebrities
would have played or sung the composition up for criti-

“THE TEAOHER’S DILEMMA.”
le

Ya

J.

EDWIN

HOLDER.

‘Tue person who has chosén music as his life work,
who from early youth has studied hard, spent many
hours in practicing, prepared, himeelf for his work under.

And, let me‘add again, ‘‘ Do not. let he people domi-.:
Then there are the summer schools, some-of which .
neer over you and try and dictate to y u how you shall» offer
exceptional advantages for special study. Conteach or what you shall give your scholars, but politely
_ ducted, as some of these are, by experienced teachers of inform them that you intend to follow your plan and exreputation assisted by a corps of specialists in (he several
plain to them why; and. you will eli have a few on
departments, the young teacher will her

your side and at last by degrees you

e find a rare opwill have all—ex|p [S)ortunity for spending a few weeks profitably and most

cept the jealous music teachers who did just aa their | enjoyably.

former

patrons

wanted,

and now

have. Toat all their

pupils,
:
Have courage to resist the demand of such people to
- possibly a fortune.
change your course, and you will have the Same SUCCESS
a
He looks around trying to see where there may bea as Gounod had when called to be orgs ist of a certain
good opening for him. He finds, say, several places; he church, where the congregation wanted to tell him
chooses whichever one he thinks best; secures a studio : what style of music he should play. He refused to
be
plants his advertisement in the local paper; and now is dictated to and he won; and so you will win, and
:therd
excellent masters, comes now to the time when he himself wishes to start out in the field to make a name and

ready for business.
2° *
Now comes the rub, that is, toget scholars; and when
he has them, try to keep them.
He must so ingratiate

himself with his pupils and pupils’ parents that they

will be fewer dilemmas. —

TOWN LIBRARIES.|

After such a season of
study and daily asso-

ciation with kindred spirits, all intent upon one purpose

: and controlled by one desire, one can again take up the
year's work with increased confidence and assurance of
| success. Possibly yon may have a gift. for
writing. If
| 80, indulg
iteby giving your experience to the musical
warld through the columns of some ofthe many excellent
_Waisical journals. Others beside yourself are hungry for
facts and professional testimony.’ Let the world know
the sources of your inspiration,
the advantages you have

derived from certain books and

methods, the measure

of your success, the difficulties don have’ encountered

.

and how you surmounted them, —all these-and a thousand
will like him, and likewise his work must also give satis| more things that your experience will suggest.
BY THOS. TAPPER,
faction.
= _
_ A final suggestion, independent of vacation and to be.
Possibly in the same place are several persons who
Ev
ery teacher of music can, with little difficultybe
-also call themselvés music teachers, and who in some
, - acted upon at- once, is, that you identify yourself with
co
me a public benefactor.
Wherever ee is notown, your State Music. Teachers’ Association.
unaccountable manner-have secured large classes ;. but
You will get
library teachers especially should advo ate their estab- much good out of it with bus little expense
of the work they are doing, do not. speak about it.
to yourself.
Let us see how they look upon this new arrival. They. lishment, and see: thata few books about music and. The recitals and concerts, essays and discussions, social |
hear that he is a graduate of such and: such a school, ’ musicians have.a place therein. In ev ry town library adyantages, interchange of ideas, seeing, hearing, and studied under this eminent person ; but ift they should there ought to be a few volumes of th best.composi-. getting acquainted with celebrities, all these will work
“happen to accidentally meet him-on the street they will tions—sonatas, songs, oratorio and opera texts reduced to your advantage, put you on a better professional footThe books have an ee amount of in- ing} and increase your influence and usefulness.
walk stiffly past him, refusing’ to recognize him. They for piano.
The
ven if they are writer is aware that some of the suggestions made may
will not treat him cordially or invite him to call at their spirational value to young students;
only looked over and referred to on occasions, they lea
studios ; instead of that they will endeavor to run him
ve | come too late for immediate benefit, but they will keep
down as much as possible; being afraid that he might “their impress; and an acquaintance mth them once |. until: next year when, it put to ‘the teat, they will be
“begun is gure to ripen.
.
* found to operate to your profit and advantage. .
secure some of their pupils.
‘|
I would suggest that teachers make it a part of
I wish to say here: of all the professions, I think in;
their |
music more jealousy exists than in any other profession, “year’s work to contribute a few vol mes of. classic

and much ‘to the detriment of music.
It we could only
destroy this ‘* green-eyed monster,’ and associate
more
and more with each other, we would be the. better
for it.

Bat now this new arrival at last secures some pupils
arid
is doing his'level beat with t mj; everything seem
s moving along amoothly ; -his sky i getting brighter
;—when
suddenly it darkens. A parent of one of his pu
pils enters

and commences to have a little talk with him.

He is

not exactly satisfied with the progress ‘his child
is making, he thinks it ig time she should have a
piece, she

‘should be able to play a.tune.. He was tir
ed of hearing

music to: their town library. Good editions can
be had.
for little money, and in ten or twenty years such
annual |
contributions amount to a great deal. I shows,
first, an - A Youne
lady. pupil has just left my room. Lessons
interest in the public good; secondly, it/seems
a beauti-_ wit
h her had been rather. up-hill work, often onl
ful way to make a little return for the
y half
anifold educa-.
| learned, ete. But to-day the prospect seemed bri
‘tional advantages which are extended to us fr
ghter,
om our
and, wonder of wonders, no excuse had been trumped
earliest years; thirdly, it is a simple and valu
up
able way
by jwhich the lesson could be missed. .The time was
. of identifying one’s life work (not 7cess
arily one’s
“nearly up, pupil all interest.and rapt attention, and
self) with the town in which it is carried on
. And perteacher much encouraged when,—Presto!” A bicycl
haps the best thought of all is this: tHat it
e
should be
| bell is heard to ring, just outside.
done anonymously.
All is changedJ

MUSIO AND THE BIOYOLE.

Musical interest replaced by another and stronger in-.
her working at her: exercises and wanted
t
something
| terest. Pupil on her feet as though shot, and no amou
else ; and he further says, ‘‘There is Laura
nt
J., across the
H
O
W
TO MAKE A VAGATION PROFITABLE, of persuasion from teacher of any avail. She must. ‘ road ; before she had taken near as ma
ny lesgons as my
leave immediately.
Gone in a flash is my young lady !daughter Sallie, she. played pieces and
her father does |
BY EDWIN MOORE,
A fewseconds more and two bicycles are seen flying
not pay near as much for lessons as T am
.
paying you.’?
by;; one with said bell attached, the other of
The poor teacher has the whole time be
the
en trying to
THe season when every one who can ds
80 18 resting,. female persuasion. Thus the bicycle, boy bestridden,
get in a word or two, trying to explain
his method—why . naturally suggests to a co
rrespondent vacation topics. affecteth music!
he is giving her nothing but exercise
7
an
s at present, and How to make these fe
w weeks of rest serve a double
why giving her pieces at the present ti
me would do her purpose, bringing not only
strength and vigor to the
‘~smore harm than good; but his patr
a
i
n
on has had his BBY, body, but refreshment to
T
H
E
P
E
D
A
L
,
th
e
mi
nd
88
well, isa question |
‘and before leaving him gives him to
understand that his worthy of consideration;.fo
r the teacher, like a vegsel
' Sallie must have a piece or else a ne
Use the pedal whenever you desire tonesto co
w teacher.
that needa refilling, must have recour
ntinue
se from time to sounding after ‘the
The man departs and the teacheris
fingers have been removed from the.
in a dilemma. It time to the sources of wi
sd
om in order tO prosecute suc-'|
', he keeps on with his pupil, Sallie,
keys, ‘The pedal can be held down as long as-no
as he outlined, why, he cessfully his professi
new
onal: work.
Possibly the young
' willlose her, and he thinks that
chord enters. When all the tones sounding be
at the present time he teacher to whom
long to
this communication ig particularly
_ Cannot afford to lose her, as he
ad- the same chord, no discord results.
r father is rich, pays! well dressed has al
Assoon asatone
ready felt the force of this truth.
. and promptly, but cannot be
After’ ‘is continued into a chord to which
convinced that Hig idea of the many
ib does not belong, a
mo
nt
hs
of
co
ns
ta
nt
gi
vi
teaching is wrong, entirely wrong.
ng do you not feel the disdonance resu
lts, whichis unmusical. .
He will argue with necessity for some
.
intellectual. nourishment yourself, a
himself; “If I Tose cher, others
Do not use the pedal in such a manner as to
will say, “He failed to more thorough
mix two knowledge of your art, a wider acqu
Satisfy Mr. Rich, and Idon’t want
aint- tonesof the melody.
him tor my child,””’ and ance with au
A
me
lo
dy
is supposed to be sung
th
or
s,
co
mposers, and methods, and-a
_ nine teachers ont of ten will su
-by an individual. -When two tones of the sa
bmit and give Sallie the better judg
me melody
ment based onthe experienc: of others
Pieces, while in their hearts
more. are|sounding together it immediat
knowing. they are. doing experience
ely suggests that there
d
th
an
yo
ur
se
H?
” Wrong. °
A.
bu
sy
te cher ‘finds but must be more
.
a
th
an. one person Singing, and that one of
oe
li
tt
le
t
i
m
e
fo
for
r
gr
g
at
if
yi
ng such .ddesires during the teaching , them mu
“Now this ia a wrong move on th
st be singing wrong. The mostcommon
e part of the teacher. ° season, and it
use of
is to such a one that the vacation mo
o it he only had the courage to
nths |. the pedal is to hold the bass. tone,
defend. his outlined plan offer a
sounded by the left
splendid opportunity for a bette equipm
with that pupil, and firmly, but
ent for hand, ‘until the chord. belonging to'i
politely, inform Mr. Rich’ - effective
t is heard with ‘it.
work. New books on musical Opic
80, why he would be doing m
s, embrac:
uch to elevate the art of ing
To mention another.use of the pedal, Schuma
th
eo
ry
,
nn and
bicgrapby, methods of teaching, et
“music in that locality, even. if he
e., invite
ot
should lose that pupil your attetent
her modern. writers often use: the.-pedal to
nt
io
n.
se
cure.
You cannot afford: to negl
.and for a time suffer a pecuniar
ec
t.
these,
y loss. -:
bl
ending in the’ treble and bass, anda cert
y
es
pe
ci
al
ly
ain indis-.
if
you expect to keep abreast of the ti
2% In a short time the -peo
ple would see: and hear what in
mes and tinctness—upmu
och
n the same principleas painters to
uch with the brightest minds in yo
ey rapid Progress his other
ur profession. Ag sometimes
pupils were making, that the
smear with the thumb the linea where two
‘your pupils advance under your dire
“music they were: playing was
ctio you will find contra
excellent, the quality and.
st
ing colora join,.in order to leave it.a little mo
it
ne
ce
ss
ar
y
to
keep informed
style of music quite different
re
o
n
al
l
th
e
at
te
rs
pe
rt
ain- indistinct, as it generallyisin
from the drum-drum style ing
to
na
your art. Bright pupila often as puzz
tu
re
.‘
-. Of the other teachers’ schola
ling quesrs, and public. Opinion tions an
The pedal is. also used in melody to prol
d
ar
e
qu
ick to perceive ‘any supe ficiality
ong tones
‘would react in his favor and
by degrees he would receive
in the | of ‘a melody while interven
ing matter is being played,
teacher. It is well to be prepared for
more pupils than he could co
sn h emergencies of the nature of an
nveniently teach.
accompaniment or embellishment,
_ and go gave yourself from possible
emba rassment,
| — Music. i
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ANSWERS

TO

play a classic selection itis the
ripened fruit of very many
years of continual work, with,
of course, intermissions

_ THOUGHTS FOR THE THOUGHTFUL,—U.
—_———

for letting the brain and hand
assimilate the work done.
One

r

of the most successful teachers
IV,
of our country connected with a public institution
.-1 When you gave up teaching
requires his graduates
from house to| house
to have their graduating programme
and required your pupils to come to
well in hand from
your studio, did-you
lose any pupils? 2. And how did
' fifteen to thirty months before
it
af
fe
ct
yo
giving it to the public.
ur |standing? 8. Is your studio ina privat
His graduates play like artista,
e house or mtpubnot only from the technilie block in a! business street? The wr
it
er
's name
will cal side, but-give a broad and musician-lik
not be published to_this, but shou
e conception
ld be signed for the of thei
r composer. ‘And their program
information of the editor. seniyets wi
mes include music
ll be confidential.
_ of contraated styles, and the
One teacher writes: “J never woul
pieces publicly performed
d teach from are but specimens
of scores of like things that they ha
house to house. It is an undignified,
ve
if not evenia per- -in hand, re
ady to present with a few days’
nicious way of doing teaching! My
special pracstudio ia in my tice.—Eprror,
home, and this is on & good street
ae
, but ina suitpart

of the town.’

Another writes: ‘* When

.

I gave up teaching from

house to house I did not lose a single
pupil. My [studio
is in (my home, and located on a
quiet street, |easily

accessible from all parts of the town.””
e
. A third teacher writes: * Some of my
patrons objected
-@ little at firat) but I lostno pupils. Ido
not see fas the
change affected my class in one wa
y or the-other|

.My

studio is in a private residence, but in
the heart lof the

* ehigad! *

To ‘sum up!.experiences

.

,

of others: Parents do not

like to send ‘pupils, especially |their daug
hters] to a
atudio

located in a business block in the busine
ss part of
town, but raise no objection when the
studio has the:

safeguards connected with a private
residence, esp cially
when it is a part of the teacher's ho
me. Ther is an

added dignity to a teacher's. reputation
’ who has| business enough to prevent him or her fr
om wasting time

by going from ‘house to house. Well in
formed patrons
appreciate the special appliances whic
h teachers can furnish in their ‘studios, such as the te
chnicon; practice
Clavier, works of reference, stock
of music at hand from
which to select a piece exactly adapte
d to the pupil's
needa. —Epiror,
:
;

a

a

|

WI.
_1. Every teacher has pupils who
like music but dialike practice.
What devices have you tried in orde
r to
awaken them to the desire for real st
you done to awaken their interest udy? 2. Whathave
? 3. What has been
your most successful means of
getting better work out
of this class of pupi
la?

Marked copies of Taz Erupr and bo
oks which I have
them read and give them high ideals
, and I spend a part
of the leason in preaching sermons
from my past experience.
I give little musicals occasionally. I
never had
great succeas from my point: of view,
but parents muat
assist the teacher in this, or othe
rwise it will be a
failure.—V. #. RB,
4
=

T have had a few pupils only who have
told me that
they liked music but disliked to practice.
To interest

them

in practicing I gave them melodious st
udies and
‘four-hand playing, besides the scale, and
@ very little

quantity of finger exercises.

I awakened their interest

iby the four-hand playing, after they go
t used to this

ithe interest

for the other studies commenced

be they turned
Lothner.

ont to be very good

to grow,

pupils —Eliza

;

I generally succeed reaching my point, by
showing to
them the mental picture on scenes the piec
e represents.

it has always been a.great help to tell of the comp
oser's

applause. This better wor
k becomes its own reward
,
showing them that there
ig a delight in their practice
,
that music st

udy need not be a task if ente
re
d
upon with
interest‘and a determinati
on to really

learn. One of
the most fruitful causes of
a lack in interest, is infrequent lessons, and its invari
able accompaniment, irregular and insufficient practi
ce.—Epiror.

TO AWAKEN
BY

LIDIE

ENTHUSIASM,
A.

RIVERS.

In the January Erupe the ‘que
ation was asked how to
interest students who were unwi
lling and lacking in en’ thusiasm.
May I tell a plan of mine th
at bore good
fruit? I once had four young gi
rls to teach that taxed
me terribly. Their one desire
was for pieces—presumably to own them, for they ne
ver learned them. It ig
needless to say they had been si
nned against in teach- ing. Th
ey could not read; they could
not count; there
Was no sense of rhythm j—Nothi
ng to give fe one ray of
hope.

Finally I bacame determined not to be

ontdone by

& couple or thirty of obdurate ch
ildren. I ee to set
any taske. Of what use, when
they heartily despised
practice and lessons? I fairly eche
med for the downfall
of their prejudice and the awakenin
g of musical interest,
Finally, one pretty summer day I in
vited all four (their
ages were from nine to twelve) to ma
ke me an afternoon
call. We had light refreshments:
and flowers and a
drive. Music was not mentioned,
except that on the
dr

ive I told them the story of Robert
Schumann’s life,
Especial stréss was laid on his poor
, lame fiugers, and
his wife’s wonderful playing as a ch
ild. At the next

lesson—which, by the by, I gave them in cl
ass for a time

—we started scrap books with a pict
ure of Schumann,
and I succeeded in geting up some
interest in lifting
the fourth finger
With the promise of another picture
to the one who brought the most inde
pendent, fourth
finger the next day (I had made up
my mind to
take them every day for a while) Lintro
duced them to

1. How long. before graduation do yo
life, cireumatances, and atruggles.— August
u
ha
ve
a
|p
up
il
Paderewaki's odd head. Children like to do
Geiger.
begina piece that is to be played as
be
tt
er
a graduating mece?
I
begin work on myself; to keep up my own
2. How long dhould & pupil be workin
th
an
to
th
in
k.
So
on
the third day we had some blank
in
te
re
st
g
on
a
pi
ec
e
he
expectsto play in public, say for a
on that particular scholar, I try to impart
music paper and a box of colored pencils an
week or two ata
my
ow
n
d a great
_time; with as much of resting th
e piece between, as interest, ambition and enthusiasm into him or her. Then
frolic.
W
e
wrote some scales ; they were &lass-gr
days of working on the piece?
een ;
|
I find the parlor and public recitals one of the
and all the sharps were blue and the flats red.
gr
ea
te
st
NeverMy graduating programme is made up ou
theless, they were pleased. The fourth day I in
t of the paat helps; a scholar’s pride to do. well then will make
troduced |
work, as I do not believe in training
a wooden staff, about a yard long, paper, pi
@ pupil up a se -her practice when nothing else will; and afterward,
ns, and
-off'on one special occasion: I-let no piec
e be played in some will keep it up with & new interest in music for its scissors. Wecut notes—wholes, halves, quarters, etc.—
‘public unless it is well learned,"no
matter how long a own pake,.born of the former effort to appear well in and pinned them to the staff. Each child cut enough
time it takes tollearn it.—August Geiger
public.—Eliza M. Hitt.
to fill the bars in the yard. She pinned them on
.
‘
ha
as she
| TI have used the lessons cards sold by
chose and proudly called on the others to play fr
I show them how bad their playing really sounds unt
Presser, and reom her
il
‘quired the pupil to mark down the time
staff. (Sight reading and time were their greatest bugit is absolutely correct, then I give them some
practiced] each
th
in
g
day, and offered a prize to the pupil wh
o has the bast re- pretty, but hard enough to require work, and make them bears ) I gave the picture of Joseffy to the one who
' \cord for a steadly amount of practicing
The pictures were small heads.
.
Not necessarily: understand that they can have nothing new until that is made fewest mistakes.
‘to the one practicing the most, a8 th
e older pupils can -learned well. I rely somewhat on my own personal . cut from old © Couriers,” but they were excellent to
. spend more time than those wh
paste in scrap-books. For the fifth lesson. each child ~
ich are younger|— YY, -maguetism. .I first show them that I appreciate them
i Elizabeth Mayo.
and their personal efforts, and next that I love music had to bring me a bar in common time. One had four
‘pr
ope
r quarters, eight eights, or sixteen sixteeaths, ete.
; Never. had a graduate, but have
‘a
nd
can
en
du
re
no
th
in
g
me
di
oc
re
,
and
the
n
I
try by every
never found) any
The child who was to bring sixteenths brought—iwo !
word and look to impart courage, energy, and enthupupil ready to play in style, freedom,
perfect memory,
‘We
wor
ked two weeks on our wooden staff and paper
with less than nine months’ work.—V. EB
siasm.
I
ha
ve
lit
tle
dif
fic
ult
y
wit
h
tha
t
cla
ss
of
pupils,—
, |
notes,-then I got them each Landon’s ‘little writit ¢
Bertha S. Chase.
We usually ‘give a graduate three mouths
'to prepare
boo
k.
Every dayI played something suited to their
music. In ensemble playing, six week
I
use
att
rac
tiv
e
pieces, that is, attractive to the pupil,
s.—8, L. Wolff.
crude, childish tastes, and every day we hada little story.
“ye
t not trashy. I appeal to their sense of honor in reA year is not too long to work, it up perf
In a month I had four wide awake children, ready for
ectly. At lation to pra
ctice, praise whenever possible, yet have. it
least three months.— Eda Hagerty.
anything I suggested.
It was nursing—but the results clearly understood that no slovenly work will be tolerI have lalways found that too much practi
were charming. One of the four will smile if she sees
ce on a piece ated.
I carefully. explain’to them how to practice.
just before it is to be played, confuses an
this. She reads the Errps, the ‘ Courier Musie,’’ and
d tires toshcha
Sometimes a whole lesson hour may be-more profitably
degree that the rendering. will notbesatisfacto
anything else she can find that touchea on music. ot
ry to either employed in this way than in any other. Thi
s matter have found story telling (the
player or'audience.
The mechanism of a piece should
life of some composer rich 3
of interesting children in practice means, sometimes, a
be well under ‘control long before a pu
in incident,.the tale of an opera, like ‘‘ Lohengrin,”
blic rendition is deal of labor with parent
aa well as with pupil, and se: | etc.) the
. attempted. Until it is, the pianist
finest and quickest means of rousing interest in
cannot completely
rious efforts to assist in developing the character of. the
abandon himself to the sentiment of the
the young and the crude. It widens the outlook; it incomposition in latter in order to improve the qualit
yof his piano prac- cites to study becaus
‘hand. Theresa Carreno, it is said. play
e
oth
ers
have atudied. Intelligent
ed ‘Liezt’s Huntice and playing. Again must we consider the individgarian ‘Rhapsody, No. 6, six years be
listening to music itself comes later. A’ book about
fore she would
ual in employing and varying methods to this end.—
attempt. it in public. It would appear th
-Beethoven will interest sooner than a book of Beethoven.
at in this case Marie Merrick.
;
-_
'
also the question must largely, if: not
After all, there are few things in life pleasanter than
entirely, depend
In considering the above answers, it appears that many teaching; for the youn
for its answer upon the pupil.— Maria Merr
g love beauty, are quick to obey
ick:
© at pupils at some time in their musica
l lives have an attack and imitate, and their hearts are-easily won. We that.
In aumining up the answers to this para
graph, ex peri- of this mental disease.
But when once awakened, this teach in the byways have ta teach dverything—harmony,
nce goes to prove: the necessity ‘of a
long-continued kind ofa pupil! often becomes one ot ‘the best
.
Doubthistory, sight reading.
study of 8 piace, ' The lack .of such ‘a
We lend books, music, periodis ;
long study is ‘the less, playing in musicales stirs their pride and
ambition.
cals. We give extra lessons, and are paid per month Principal cause of the poor and unsati
sfactory playing of They see and hear the success of
fellow pupils, and be: what some city teachers receive per lesson. Yet the .amateur performers.
sie
[+
When we hear & noted pianist come willin
se
g to do the necessary work to earn 8 sim
ilar work has its fascinations.
Oe:
e a“
*
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DIVISION

OF DIFFIOULTIES.

ONL

The. finger staccato is best acquired |by practice with

one finger at a time.

Playa scale ataccato with the

same finger for each tone; the finger straightens in att
tacking the key and slips offimmediately by drawing the
sre apt to imagine that by giving their point towards the palm of the hand| Thia alternate
oe
of the finger gives a moat valu;
pupils difficult compositions a8 double purpose is served ; straightening and curving

pe

oe

OCEANS

_"

BY

FREBERIC

8

LAW.

that execution is gained and. a/new piece learned; but
the general result is that neither point is secured.. Hach
composer and each work presents a peculiar combination of difficulties which is usually troublesome enough
to master in itself without battling an insufficient
. technic.

To gain precision and accuracy, a division of difficulties is absolutely necessary. )Each point of ‘technic
should be taken up separately and illustrated by simple
exercises without notes, before they are combined in the
étude or piece. Students who are insufficiently grounded
must go through almost the same course a8 beginning
pupils.

The simplest éxercise is to|play one key with one
finger, yet it is nota particularly easy one to execute.

correctly.

The finger is apt to stiffen at the knuckle

and the stroke is given by a push from

the arm.

To

avoid this let the forearm be extended on a table and let

each finger tap any given number of times.

To gain on

the piano the much-desired dropping trom the knuckle,
let one finger press down a keyjwhile the adjacent finger
is dropped slowly and evenly as/often as may be desired.
This, in its turn, can- be. sustained and the other dropped
in the same bell like cadence, like the striking of a clock.
The arm hangs loosely from the shoulder and ‘is sup-

ported on the stationary finger. When the striking finger
‘ia down) the weight is felt divided

between

able practice to dull, heavy, and sluggigh fingers.. Each

finger is drilled in this way before scales and five finger

ROSES

TAurely

the engraving, etching, |or inexpensive photooeraph may give us real artistic pleasure, and even the
parse colored print on the laborer’s cottage wall marks a
istinct step forward in'refinement over

laster of its neighbor.

Ocy
Ss

the unadorned

Asin pictures so in music.

I

m0.thrilled by music of a high-order; I love the grand
ompositions of the old masters. |My. neighbor is roused
© an ectasy of delight by the strains of a brass band

laying, perchance, ‘‘ Annie Roaney.’”’ I am horrified
t his taste, but possibly itis sheer selfishness that would
ob him of the opportunity to hear what suita his capacwo
po
fe
9ty for enjoyment.
es ae
Og
| A plain man: has bought with ‘his savings a-‘* cabinet
.
|
‘
.
rig
vat
.
:
*
times, but the finger should not move|at its joint; the organ’’ on which he wishes his daughter to play. I
movement
comes from the wrist;-. the hand swings
khow well that her attainment and his desire will never
loosely as a flail, like one big finger |from the wrist, go beyond ‘the ‘‘‘ Gospel Hymns,)’ and the * Maiden’s
Scales can be played up and down with each finger in Frayer,’’ or ‘‘ Angel's Serenade Xothe instruction book.
succession before attempting the regular fingering with that goes:with the instrument.
Niow, shall Ibe a traitor ©
this touch. If the hand possess sufficient extension, to the great cause of ‘* Art for-Art’s Sake’ if I do not
octaves may also be taken; otherwise, thirds and ‘sixths rise up in my might and declare the ‘"Gospel Hymns”’
are better.
a
be
a e not ART?. ‘You want your daughter to play euch
For forearm practice raise the arm /from the elbow ; ‘things, and doubtless it would
be a rest and satisfaction.
let the hand hang loosely from the wrist, which assumes to'you after your day’s work—your
life is rather mon- a curved position. Then let the hand drop quietly into ‘otonous: anyway ;~ but,.inasmuch as your daughter
- the lap several times, and let it fall in ihe same manner cannot appreciate the mysteries of|
{| Wagner’s music, and
on the piano, using atriad,e g., E, G, C,a third -or does not even know what:a fugue is, I will have none of
even a single ‘tone, according to its size and develop: -her. Take her to ‘some base hireling who follows art
Ment.
It should fall by mere dead weight, without for the money there is in it, and begone.’
_
‘clutching at the keys; the wrist remains loose and flex;
A young woman I know is. taking music: lessons with
ible, the fingers hang downward and point toward the -the sincere desire to learn, but her whole life and edukeys. Chords and octaves can be used, but only when ee (or the’ want of it) have tended to lower her
the hand has sufficient extension to-stretch them with! am andard of taste in dress, in literature, in pictures, and,
positions are taken up with the same touch:
This slip;
ping movement muatbe confined to the|finger; the arm
and hand move quietly to the right or jleft, never backward or forward.
For the wrist staccato a similar prac:
tice is advised.. Tap the A key with one finger several

out-effort..

This is one of the most useful movements

of course, in’ musical matters. “She hkes lively. dance
é
when it is lifted it shifts back |to the sustaining finger of the arm and is applicable to all stlyles of. playing; : renaio, - and
music. with -a tune’. (pronounced
again. When quiet and depth of touch are fully aecnred, Chord playing with this action can easily be acquired as ‘ teune”’). I have tried to interest her in
melody
the slow| trill follows; the weight shifts from one to the follows:
Piay the chord in a. slow atfpeggio, holding studies of.a high order but without success. She still
other in| orderly fashion and with perfect connection.
each finger down ; when all fingers. are.in their proper . Baya she ‘‘ hates classical and opera‘ie music,”? meaning
This is the germ of a good touch on the piano, and places and grasping the chord, raise them by lifting the adthose much misused and longsuffering terms, merely
whed acquired in the-slow tempo should
wrist, and play the solid chord by lowering it, the fin;
be accelerated
yusic that she cannot understand.
Now, water cannot
by regular degree, through halfinotes, quarters, eighths, gers remaining in the same general| position. - This rige above its source. Why then
ghouldI try to pump
triplets, aixteenths, etc.
schools the fingers in grasping the various “positions. of it up toa height that it cannot maintain withoumy
:
t aid,
The hand divides naturally into two parts, a strong broken chords which can be taken up immediately.
80 long as the stream ‘is pure as far as it goes ? Should
part and a weak part.- The weak part needs strength ;
As to the use of the pedal—that is too large a subject _._Imot-rather strive to lead’ it along the lower levels of
the strong part flexibility. Special practice is advisable
to be trea‘ed within the limits of this article. Full par- melody possible to it, keeping it free from the pollution
to remedy these defects before they are brcught into ticulars of a simple and clear method for teaching cor
, . of trash, and really weak and foolish compositions?
comparison in the séale, which is the unionof several -rect pedaling can be found in Hans Schmitt's ‘ Ped
| An old man, rich, but: blind and: feeble, and rather
ala
difficulties, though hardly as some one puts it—‘' The of the Pianoforte.”
;
°
literate, had a little daughter, the child of his third
difficulty which includes all-p:her difficulties.’
To
wife
and of his old ege,-to whom he desired to give
||
gt a
i
: strengthen: the weak fingera, sustain the hand on the
6
every advantage, including music|
leasons.. I was her
thumb, raise the ‘outer part as high as the forefinger
teacher. The child hdd no imagination, and not the ..
BY JULIA B CHAPMAN,|—
knuckle and practice the slow and ‘accelerated trill:faintest spark of musical ability ;.and only dogged perThe hand should not rock, and the outer elevation
severance, and the habit of yielding to her father’s will,
Ons hears much in musical circleaand in the columns
should be steadily maintained.)
The steady position of of musical papers of ‘ Art for Art’s
enabled-her to accomplish the stated amount of daily
Sdk
e
”?
alo
ne,
verthe hand is preserved by the twp points of support; the
‘sus ‘‘ Art for Money’s Sake.’?
The m isical enthusiast: practice. One day the old gentleman brought me a copy
weight shifts only between the outer fingers.
would inculeate ‘a lofty ideal of attainment, and a. still of “* D.xie, with Variations’ that he had bought of some
The thumb requires no strengthening; the task is to
loftier indifference to any possible pec niary advantage peddler, begginme
g to teach it to May, because he “al
subdue its undue ‘strength, and to render it loose and
arising from: that attainment. This is quite as it should ways had loved ‘ Dixie.’’’. After a prolonged atruggle |
flexible at the joint. The well known ‘exerciaes ‘prejbe. It is impossible to maintain doo high a standard of
ith its difficulties, May finally became able to execute paratory to the scale answer this purpose, e.g., hold
the excellence in any department of ‘Art;, ince the higher the mariiaair
l in the wooden fashion peculiar to her
finger on C, play
Band D, A and E, Gand F, alter- the standard
the higher the meacure bf achievement. and then the old man’s joy. Knew:no bounds.
‘!Ah
nately, with thethumb.
Then sustain by the thumb and But truth is many-side
that was music! That made his old blood dance egain !
d, andit is but a boor subject tha
the

two;

MUSIO FOR THE UNOULTIVATED,

pass the fingers over.

Algo, scales played by the thumb

“and a finger throughout, e. g.,1, 2,1, 8, 1,4. ‘The
wristis

t

-presents only one or even two of its sides to our. view.
Therefore, let me

in all cases kept loose and follows the. course ‘of
the
“: fiagers or thamb.’ Arpeggio positions can be
treated

People’s Sake.”
oh
of
It is conceded that the chief purpose| of. music, as of
allart, is to give pleasure, and, by means of the keenest
emotion of which he is capable, to elevate man's na--

similarly, ¢. g., sustain G and play the C below and
the
. C( above, alternate! ly, ten ora dozén times by the'
thumb
or finger.

i

Before going to the scale yet another exerci
se
-is
- advisable; drop all the fingers on the ‘keys,-rest
thearm |
‘ quietly on them until ita weight is: felt « qual
ly
sustained “ae
. byall Then raise them one at a time4 note
how the
weight sustained by that finger is immediatel
y divided:
among the holding fingers until it is all concen
trated
on
One finger only, say the thumb. Drop the second
finger,
let it shift without a break to that finger, from
the second
fiager to the third, etc., and thus go up. an
d down
through allthe fingers in succession. Afte
r a-drill in

'. these elements of the scale, the scale it
self will be found
_ greatly simplified in acquirement., ,
For singing quality

say a word in behalf of* Art for the

Diets was worth all the fine airs|that ever were writ-

ten I.’’—and so he went.on, tramping up and down the
hall, and putting his head in the dopr to ask for another
-and yet avother strain of it. -It was absurd and pathe-

tic too. D.xie is not high art and the weak ‘‘varia-

‘tions’ robbed-it of whatever dignity its warlike associations may have Sag it with; [but surely that dego-

ture. Young performers are constantly} warned to think
less of their own skillful execution of c¢ mplex and d.ffi- late, blind old man’s delight in it was worth more than
any rigid adherence to a standard of art. cult passages than of the enjoyment
of their auditors,
Tam-not for a moment advoca
any
ti
lower
ng
ing of
aud it is certain that only so far.as a ed mposition gives that stand
ard, and I honor those who would rather .
ua, ourselves, real pleasure can we interpret it aright. - starve than teach anything they felt to be lees than the
best. Trashy music is as pernicious.as trashy bocks, . ‘Tastes differ, characters differ, capacity
for receivin
pleasure differs in different individuals,|and the rarefied - ‘we all.know, but there are some gimple airs that from
“association and long’use have become
dear to the poptair of the mountain tops of art can be breathed by bu t
lar heart and rouse emotions as deep as the noblest
fewof its most ardent votaries. But what of the many" strains played by a-master hand could evoke. Like the »
who have not climbed half way (or even a quarter of th e Coarse but graphic picture on- the laborer’s cottage
way) up that ‘giddy steep? Shall we drive them. back: wall, they tell their story, and‘have their place, however
hamble,:in the great, wide realm.of Art. -Therefore, it
into the lowlands because
ea

it

i

1

&

they can go no higher? -

" spéms to me thatthe teacher who, progniziy g the limi- .
We may not all adorn our walls with the masterpir ce _tation of ‘some. of his pupils, leads hem up-to the best
‘and depth of touch play the scale with tw
st,
o fingers up and of Gérome or Bonguerean, an
f which they are capable, at:the cost. sometimes of hia
d comparatively few of u
~ down, 1, 2,2,3,3 » dete , shifting fiogers,
then endeavor to shave ever. seena Raphael-or'a Mur
wn tastes and wishes, hag. made ‘Art for the People’s
1
illo: gave through réom
— gain the same qaality of tone with the
ake * a possibility, and has added to the sum total ‘of
‘regular fingering: . productions: - Shall we then
have . no| pictures at alll rmo-o
appiness inthe world.
|
“~~
be

& i

(oy

8

eS
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LETTERS TO TRAOHERS,

dispensed with. - It is far more pr
oductive for the fin- Progressio
n ; these are there even jn th
gers,.and has too many relations
e two part invento musical playing to tions.
Chords are implied by the vo
4
BY W. 8, B. MATHEWS,
be omitted with advantage.
ices,
Find out
This is nota case of new
wh
at they are and how they
i
exercises, but of new methods of pr
sound, then if you like
actice.
Mason ig you can atudy the co
unterpoint, or the flowing man
the first, in. 80 far as I know, wh
_ ‘I wive in a little country town of
ner
o has ‘brought into of each voic
about - thirteen
e by itself, and in itg relation
hundred inhabitants.
I have taken lessons for he. last elementary playing the principles of touch and of mento the other
vo
ic
es. And finally, every such
four years of quite good teachers, They ga -m
ta
l
di
re
composition is made
ct
ion which. underlie the playing of
ve ejtechniartists; up out of a small number
cal training according to Czerny and’ Cl
of motives, Find these, and
ementi| and I whereas the methods you are using ha
never read of Magon’s until I read of it in
ve nothing artistic trace their trea
yo
tment ag they are carried thro
about them. They are the work of me
ug
After getting Vol. I. of * Touch and Techni ur Journal.
h differch
an
ic
s
pu
re
and ent chords, given different
c,’ I found I si
turns in order to lead to
could not derive enough benefit from it, withou
mple, and while some of the’ exercises
t 4 living
are well enough, something else, ete.
teacher, to justify me in continuing it.
If you practice this sort of thin
the methods of practice are too mono
There i . absog
tonous and unpro- for some mont
lutely no one in the place to whom I can
hs, you will eventually mast
go for Help. I ductive. I made this discovery for
er them
my
se
lf
have several little pupils who
tw
en
ty
-five
atructurally—and incidentally
I am training by the years ago, and ha
Jearn a good deal else
ve been singing this same sOng ever th
method by which I was taught. I' have on
at will be useful,
e who is sinc
nearly through with * Clarke’ Instructor.’
e. I am glad now that the two men wh
‘
o of all the
[ have
As
to playing, it is a question of
purchased ‘Mathews’ Studies i Phrasing.’
wo
rl
d
finger fluency and
pl
ay
the piano in the most musical manner,
Bo
ok
IL,
Pad-. melodic quality in both hands
and she plays little pieces like
equally. Whichever band
th
e
Farmer’ af erewaki and Joseffy, have both given thei
‘
Ha
pp
y
Schumann and ‘ Polonaise in BR’ by Lange’ qui
r testimony to’ has the leading idea,
that hand for the moment assu
te
wel
l,
Dr
.
Ma
so
n
in
su
ch
mes
unequivocal terms. It would not & rightNow I want you to recommend
e some good technical
hand quality. Thus the discourse
have surprised me if they had. not; fo
studies for her which will not b like Masons, b
ig
a continual
r
I
kn
ow
t
such
very give and take between the voices
a?
as we can understand —A. O
, Then, underneath
well the mental biag which educatio
n gives. I ounce
this thematic dialogue, there ig alwa
ys a more, general
asked that beautiful player, Mme. Carreno,
what instruc- idea, a rise and fall of
- It is evident from the letter that the writer of
feeling, an inner something
it failed tion book she thought the best
. She answered, Bertini, which, when we
at the start by not reading carefully what Dr
ll brought out, the hearer feels aa mus
.|-Mason
and I suppose she would have been much
i
c
su
rp
says about his system.
ri
se
d if I and as expression, whether he at
He expressly says that all parts had told her
tend consciously to the
th
at
he
r
pl
ay
in
g was as far as possible be- thematic conduc
of it are: to be practiced together, or
t of the piece or not. This inner so
in} conzection.
yond anything which Bertini could prep
meare for. The
That is to, Bay, that the daily practice of
thing will make itself felt with you af
ngpupil fact was that she had. stud
te
r studying them
ie
d
Be
rt
in
i at the age of six, as I have mentioned, and in
should have something of the tw -floger prin
the case of any one piece,
cipl , Bomeor thereabouts, Later, as pianist, she had de
thing from the arpeggio book, and someth
ve
lo
ped her learning it by heart and playing it
ing fr m the magnificent style and
as
music until it
mo
de
rn
:
ma
nn
er, in which the finally “trikes in.” This
scales.
Had the teacher eh t all the volume
is a suntmary of the way.
s and arms are freely used, but withou
t noting this as anything
examined the arpeggios and cales she
‘** How long will ittake?¥
Oh! anywhere from one
would have
es
se
nt
ia
ll
y
di
ff
er
en
t
fr
om Bertini, but as something to five yeare.
found things whick- would have been ‘new
é
to her, but needed in her status
a8 concert artist.
Whereas the
ianthings which she could “hh well :ce
aged in fact is that a student might
as well learn the rudiments
ct
@ aching
without other aid th n her ow good wit.
‘of making the piano sound well.and effect
’ Meanwhile, the two-finger exer ises
iv
e
ea
rly in
PETTY OHEATING IN MUSIO.
no do lubt frena ‘the game as to
|
go
on
pl
ay
in
g
li
ke
a
machine to the end
dose. But this’ arises from the fact that
er previous of the chapter. Tone-produ
ction is the aim and object
instruction had had nothing about touch an d
tone pro- of technic; after tone-production,
BY JOHN 8. VAN CLEVE.
th
en
fluency. Then _ dnetion,
The directions in Mason are/so full and cl
ear ‘variety of passage work. The system you
have been at
that I see no reason why anyintelligent pe
rson should work with may possibly give
you fluency if you work
On various occasions at the M. T. N. A. an
not be able to play the two-finger exercise
d. elsein the
|

li

four

methods there directed without other help: th
n the
book.

If she f ad it. impossible to dol this ‘all
at once,
why, then, 1 tecommend grading them. Le t her
begin

with the clinging touch and d that.for a we
dk, ten
minttes a day,. I should say that any piano "
oa not

-able“to get this.right from the book would be

below
par.” Sappose we leave the arm ouches an
d go irectly
to the hand and finger elastic, playing Exercise
No. 2

according to. the directions in Section 4, ‘Fifteen mi
n-

‘utes ‘a day for a week ought to give the rudi
ments of
this. We now have two. ways. Keep them
going by
daily. practice. Devote another two weeks
talized. We then have three ways.
Then
arm and. wrestle! with it carefully by the bo
ok.
The
- directions arp 80 full that it.can be done if
only the
student will first read and then do what the.
‘“
directs. Then‘ observe the cautions appertai
ning.
At,
last you have'iit. It a month results in i ai t
e hese
four touches, you have something entirely di
erent from
_ anything you had before, and something
hich will

hele

later be of great,
use to -you' as & means of

tone color

hard enough ; it can never Give tone or expression
.
. But of all books: of s'udies the ‘' Grades" will ser
ve
‘you beat. They will give a better variety of matt
er for
practice than you will have elsewhere.

where I have heard essays read wherein the high
priced
music teacher has been roundly taken to task fo
f diahonesty in not giving the stipulated time to the le
sson.
Such censors of the profession have painfully work
ed
‘Can you tell me the advantage of teaching the out the problem as to just how many penbiea the scantmeasuring teacher had filched from the pocket of his
mixed minor scale?
It is written thua in ‘ Mason’s
Touch and Technic.’
Would he give that scale as the pupil. All this is very well; doubtless there is danger
only minor, or explain and teach harmonic, melodi
that such an abuse may creep in, but suppose we turn
e,
and mixed ?
the tables. How often do pupila’ impose upon the
‘*Can you advise me which of Bach’s comporitions
teacher by stretching out the lesson time with cunningly
for pipe organ to give after the easy preludes and fugues?
T am familiar with some of the chorals, the little G contrived questions proposed near the end of the hour,
minor fugue and two or three others, but would hke
by requests for extra lessons (of course gratis) before a
-your opinion in regard to ‘what is best to dtady in that
concert, and the parents by long-winded me
cae
grade.—K. L. B.”
a,
78
2
the marvelous talent of their children
‘aq japon
I think you will find that Mason gives the harmonic
their own irrelevant likes and dislikes. In thia,! asin
minor scale in the thirds and sixths. - I do not think the other financial matters, things go perversely by) co
nso-called melodic minor is’ used; I mean the form de- traries
The rich man can cheat you extensively and —
scending with a minor seventh.
In the velocity runs of go to the Senate on the proceeds, the poor man only ia
the double thirds and sixths, or-else in the single thirds a thief. So the music teacher who charges and ge
ta six
and sixths, Dr. Mason uses a major sixth in ascending dollars an hour and whose time is, theref
ore, worth ten
for greater smoothness.
Hé relied upon the precedent cents a minute can carry it off with a high head) and
afforded
:by Chopin, who wrote that kind of scale in dock time with lordly impunity. It is the poor tdilers
tenths at the close of the G minor Ballade. I remember
who count measures and watch. fingers at seventy five
that this question came up and Dr. Mason tried the cents an hour that have to receive imposition |with
different ways and decided that he liked the sound of meekness. I know what I am about to tell will stagger
this way best, and wrote it accordingly. Early, the belief, but the depths of human meanness are abysmal.
harmonic minor is to be. taught, and the mixed as a At Columbus, Ohio, where I asa boy attended the school
variation from it for the sake of euphony. :You will for the blind, there was a lady, blind, of course, a gradufind thie distinctly stated in the theoretical directions for ate of that institution, who gave piano lessons: in the
the scale in the Scales, Vol. II., of. ‘Touch ‘and city. In one family where she had two little girla who
Technie.”’ _
divided the hour between them, the time always seemed
t
4
2 *
| With regard to the Bach works I will try and get Mr.
to her very long, and she discovered that her honest, (7)

and of. finger training,
All exer: cises in Vol. I. of ‘Touch and Techni,”or
nearly all, rest upon these four principles.
Then, as I
. aaid before, make a start in the arpeggios. | Here
it is
both a question of unfamiliar forms and very unfami
liar
methods of playing. But they are simple,
and you have
only to try them a few days to fin d in your own
flogers
the evidences of their value.
There ig noj system of technica l training a ccordi
ng to
- Czerny and Clementi. You have simply
played bates
by these authors. You might do this inad
ozen differHarrison M Wild to give us a few words upon that subent ways and none of them be very advant
ageous. It ject. My own way out would be to get the Peters’
‘will all depend on how you practi e them.
edition of Bach’s organ works, which has them arranged
Now to come to the question. I should say th
at the in progressive order, and follow that, with skips nets
pupils. will do as well as possible in the ‘“Siandard and
there ingeuce to find pleasing material.
/
Graded Studies,” beginning with whatever
grade the
pupil is ready for. © The material in theze col
-** What must I do in order to play Bach’s Preludes
lecti ns ig
all of it, musidal and pleasing, and is selected o
hall and Fugues intelligently?”"—M.
thhe e bebi st: books! of studies. It is far more
agreea le to
_ I might make a very short answer and say‘‘Practice
teach than: any entire collection of studies by
the same’ them intelligently.”
But- this would not cover the
author. Relief is better than cohtinuous study in the
ground.
If you mean how are you to understand the works of a single author, or for five or ten lesson
s from ‘Bach compositions, I: answer ‘you must study them
the same avthor.
‘ harmonically, contrapuntally, and -thematically..
if
That
:
.
. The * Mason Technics,” however, cannot site
t be is, learn to follow the chord successions underlying the
‘

patrons had the habit of.setting the clock back eee
twenty to thirty minutes at the beginning of the le son.
I heard this story from her own lips:

-

'

—The ideal of to-day becomes the real of to-morrow.

—A young student studying composition by mail sent
the themes of a proposed sonata to his teacher. He received the following reply: ‘‘ Dear Pupil: Your themes

are good.

You-can go tothe Devel-” and fainted before

he had time to turn the leaf of the letter over and read
“‘Copment,’’ which completed the sentence on the other
side.

;

AFTER

GRADUATION—WHAT?
BY ROBERT

society, he had better give up the ideg of locating inja.
large city, and try a smaller place. Infleed, if many. of
the teachers who are struggling in garréta in large cities
- would go to some of the smaller towns they would find’

D. BRAINE,

classes have been formed in that jway ina short time.
It is all a question of. business ability and tact. Ihave
frequently ‘seen enterprising, wide;awake musicians go

httowns and secure in this way classes of twenty-five

WaHen the instnotes of the commencement programme
business better.and life pleasanter.
—
and thirty pupils in a month. This line. of work, at the
have died away, and the musical student stands, diploma
Choose your town well. Visit the place before you onteet, is a good deal like that of la book. agent's, but,
in hand, at the threshold of active musical work, he is locate in it, and make diligent inquiries as to the inter- -although unpleagant, it is necessaryjin.some
cases. The
often. puzzled to know just how to go to work to win est in music, the number‘of teachers, the state of musi-: main point is work, and hard work. . It you expe
ct to
his bread from music. If, during his studies at a concal taste. * In many cases towns of ten th ousand. inhabi
build up a business, you must use business methods.
servatory or under a private instructor, he has given a. tants, for instance, in which the popilace appreciate —You must not carry your head in the clouds
all the time.
few lessons or filled a few engagements, he will, of music and: where there ‘is considerable|culture in art of ‘If you’can convince. the parents of your
prospective
course, have a better idea how to begin to build up a all kinds, furnish more business for the music teacher. Pprils that you can teach their children bett
er than anymusical practice. Butif he has strictly adhered to his than many towns of three times the| sizé.
College ohe else, your success is assured. |- .
studies, without bothering his head about bread-winning towns, as a rule, offer a very good field to the musician,

by means of music, he will ba at a sad loss to know

where to turn to get his first/pupil or his firat concert
engagement.
a
2%,
Several courses are opentg him. He may, by good
luck, secure a position as teacher in the institution
where he has studied, or in same similar institution in.
the same or another city; he may hang out his shingle
as a private teacher; or he may seek a position as a
- concert soloist. Of the various careers which are open
‘to him, that of teaching is the| most difficult to become

established in, and it is with this I will’occupy most of

- the space.of this article. |

4

3

If the graduate have extraordinar
y as an execugifts
tive musician, it will be comparatively easy for him.to
obtain a position in a concert company, or he will be
. able to secure enough concert| engagements to live in
any of our larger American cities. Teaching is another
matter, however, and an unknown music teacher often
finds it extremely difficult to obtain pupils. I would
advise every young musician, as soon as he has completed his studies, to obtain, if| possible, a position at a
regular salary, or at a percentage on the lessons he
gives, in the best music school or conservatory which
he can. In thia way he will get valuable experience as

a teacher, and he will find that looking at the musical

profession from the standpoint! of a teacher is eniirely

different from looking at it from the standpoint of a

student.

If the institution is a good one, he will have

intelligent pupils, of good social status, given him to
teach, and if he have talent asia teacher, his work will
- Show for it, and he will rise in his profession.
But it is
often very difficult to obtain a position in a really creditable institution, and even then|a teacher is obliged to
divide his fees with his employers.
If he receives two
dollars per lesson from the pupil, his employer will,
in
the majority of cases, get one dollar of it and even
more
in the cage of teachers who have had no experienc
e and

who are anxious to gain some.
If our prospective teacher ig unable to obtain
a position in an established school, two courses re
main to

him.

Hither to start a school of hia own or else teach

‘privately. As most music students are poor
, the idea
. of establishing a school is out of the question
, as this
takes considerable capital and the items of
expense for
one. week would probably bankrupt: him.
Nothing
therpfore remains but to try and organize a priv
ate class.
The next difficulty which besets the aspirant
is whether
to starve it out-for'a few years in a me
tropolitan city,
‘orto go to some flourishing country town
and do musical

missionary work.- Both courses require gr
eat sacrifices.
, Organizing a private class in a large
city ia often as .
‘ diffcult.as to’buildup a medical or a le
gal practice, °
All the business goes to-the established
teachers or con-‘ gérvatories, and the struggling private
teacher trying to
build up a class finds it almost im
possible toid
' o s0..-

' One frequently sees in the: metropol
itan: dailies; adver_tisements in which graduates of Am
erican and foreign

co; nservatories

offer to teach ‘as

low as’ fifty cents a

as all students, no matter in what branch, are as a
general thing interested in music.
e
:
Having made the choice ofa town in which to locata,. *.
Ture is a way of gettingabetter or worse tone out
the student may have very little idea hdw.to go to work
‘of @ piano—-good, bad, or indifferent—according to manto get a class in music.
Of one thing be sure, if you
Wereit’ otherwise,
sit idly down and expect business to cbme to you, and nér.of touch and general treatment:
no makers would not: be so desirous of getting ‘salesnot you go to it, you will be sadly disgppointed. The ‘ pia
i
i
first thing to do is to get acquainted with as many of the ets |ien who have a ‘iovely’’. touch. Moreover, an exleading citizens, especially those’ who jlove music, a5 pert in the art of touch can show off a piano to advantage
possible.
This may be done ina varity of ways. AD or to disadvantage, according to the manner of attackgood idea is to visit the local papers, introducing yourself ing the keys which it is his pleasure to adopt for the
to the city editors, and informing them that you have time being. The instrument is in some slight sense like
come to locate in their town to engage in teaching °- afhuman being. Tt resents a slap in the face, and gives
music, and giving them some of the details of your past ‘forth a discordant sound ; but approach it gently—at the
life, where you studied zusic, the fames of your ‘game time firmly, if you like—and its friendly reciprocity
Illustrations of this
teachers, etc.. There are very few papers in the smaller is| at.once and easily apparent.
towns but what will gladly give you a|short write up, fact are numerous within my experience, and come
‘readily to mind.
simply as a matter of news for their redders
As s00n
One instance will suffice as representative of many
as. possible introduce yourself to.the mubie lovers of the
town by a concert, with yourself as thel-central figure, others, and I can vouch for the truth of my story, hayassisted by the most prominent local musicians of the ing been -pergonally both an. eye and an. ear witness.
town whom you can secure to help you.| If you do not .Many years ago a concert was given by a choral society
care to.assume the financial ‘risk of such a concert, try in|/a country town near New York... Atthe last moment,
to interest. some local society or church in thé concert, .the regular accompanist having been taken suddenly ill,
The piano they assuming the risk and you. sups rintending the it became necessary to call in a substitute.
musical portion of the venture. In this way you will which ‘the society was in the habit of using—never a.
become at once known to the music lovdrs of the town, first class instrument—had long: ago seen its beat days.
and, if your playing pleases the people, ypu may succeed | Notwithstanding this fact the substitute; who was not
in getting a number of pupils at once. If you have without experience in emergencies, treated ‘the instrualready engaged a atudio, advertise its location on the ment tenderly and judiciously and with such effect that
programme, so that your prospective patrons will know atithe conclusion of the concert.a gentleman well known
where to find you. Ifyou can play thd organ, as well. in| the community, whose: musical taste and judgment,
ellag skill as a violoncello
player, were univereally
as the piano, lose no time in visiting {the music com- - as|w
|
3
conceded, approached him with congratulations upon
mitiees of all the churches, to see if thete is any organist’s position vacant.
An organist’s pogition invariably ‘having had a new and fine instrument supplied in place '
of| the old ‘‘rattle trap’? which was ordinarily used.
‘carries a number of pupils with it,
As soon as you begin to be known, you will receive This gentleman, who had come somewhat late to the
invitations to play at concerts, musicales, etc. In or er concert, had taken a seat. in the back part of the hall, ~
to introduce youreelf it is often an ‘advantage to accept which was crowded, and had not observed the change
ee
ey! a cate
ope
~
a limited number of. thes
e invitations, bnt not so many | - Of pianists until toward thé endof the evening.
JA skillful mechanic with a poor set of tools will turn .
as to make yourself common. A performer who appears

at every little sociable soon loses reepect.

If you have

any abilities. as a director, you will gain much prestige
and. make many valuable acquaintanced it you can obtain the. directorship of the local socia y. If there is
none in the town, organize one yourself, You may be
able to get something of a salary out pf the work, or
even if you gave your services gratia fot a year or two,
you would find it of great agsiatance in ob taining pupils.
If you are able to play the violin you may be able+to
pick up a few dollars playing in the local orchestra, or
procuring a position as directorof the theater orchestra.
Any of. these positions will stamp you ‘at.once in the
eyes of the people as-one of the musical a thorities of the
town, and you will get business in consequence.
It is
an open question among musicians whetHer direct newspaper advertising pays Or not. Many ‘musicians con
-

sider too much advertising as
‘lesson, and even at that wretched:
price fail to, secure as a general thing, you
will
enough pupils to keep body and soul
together. In a: ‘become known through the
large city it: often takes..years to: bu
ild up & really good through your own
work, asa
business; in teac
hing, but when once obtained ‘it
is a

savoring of quackery, and,

out better work than a bungler with a good set. A good

pianist on a poor piano is preferable to.a poor. pianist
onla good one, or, to quote the statement of the Evening
Post, referred to in the beginning of this communication, ‘‘ If Paderewski playedon a. second-rate piano

amateurs would still flock to hear him, knowing that

under his fingers a second-rate piano sounds better and miore soulfal than a first-class instrument under- most
other fingers.”,—Wiiiam Mason, in Musical. Courier,

New York, April 6, 1896.

—-Musicians

7

may realize and should feel that they

can. best work, for their own aggrandizement and for

the good of music. through organization. Use such as
exist and create what are needed which do not exist.

find that lit is better to: Churches are becoming mor
e and more every year great
work of your, pupils’ and educational institut
ions, ©In. large cities the-‘ Institusoloist, director, ete.
tional: Church?’

is establishing a. standard which all

If all these means fail in’ building up ypur business as.
valuable piece of property, and mu
‘other churches are, to a great extent, copying:
sical practices ini the fast a8 you wo
In them
ul
d
lik
e,
you
mig
ht
find itp good plan to! music is being’ made an
large cities ‘are often sold for co
imp
lem
mparative large sums,
ent
for getting to the.
ass
oci
ate
you
rse
lf
wit
h some local musi¢ian whose line public.
. Unless the Prospective ‘teacher
Musicians should work in them and through
is very. well known, haa of work
is different from that of yours, .If you are a
‘ good abilities a8 @ soloist, so as
them for the good of music.—The Vocalist.
to keep. himself. betsre pianist,
—
all
y yourself to a: violinist or al vocal teacher,
“othe: public, as influential frie
nds, is able. to obtain an pro
vided he does not also teach the piang. _ In this
organist’s position at a good sa
way!
Ve men who rejoice in their celebrity are simplelary,
or has the chance ‘both might be ‘benefited
. Many teacheys, again, make! tons; the men who are
of obtaining a. lucrative post
proud. of their genius are fools.
as.the director of @& vo
cal

an almost house to house canvaas for pupils, and ma
ny. — Dumas.
‘

‘

i
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Questions anil ANSWeYS.
(Our subscribers are invited to send In {m
entions for oo
ment. Please wrri
i te them

on one side of
(
the paper
onl
with other things
on the sama bh t. In Every y,
C4
WAITER’s FULL
ADDRESS MUST BE Gt
N, or the questi
receive no attention. In no case will
to the questions;in THE Erups, Qu 6 writer's name be
{nterest will not receive attention. } i tions that have no general
:
A
C. B. H.—The time signature is the same
as an arithmet cal fraction and has its numerator (upper fi
gure) and denominat rv (lower
figure). The upper figure designates
the number of counts alnd beats

in a measure; the lower figure sh
ows the value of each beat. . 2-2
would thus show that two half no
tes, or equivalent thereof, would be
in each measure. } If quarter notes
occur two of them must be played

to every count : i like papner four
digtiths would be gi en to a
coun
t,

'S. A.—The copying of orchestral par
ts is usually done by some
member of the orchestra. The pay is
about eight to ten dents per
page. The requisites are accuracy,
ap¢ed, ability to cee iis the

composer's roughly made manuscript
(in this a practical k owledge

_ of the various instruments is a great
nid), and legibility in music
writing. A knowledge of transposition
is frequently necessary.

M. E. K.~There is no conceivable ma
nner of voice produdtion that
‘bas not its advocates, even when it is
opposed to.all known p ysiological laws. The following answers are ba
sed upon some of the latest

and most authoritative opinions :—

a

:

|

It isa physiological impossibility to brea
the through the nse while
singing without raising the base of the
tongue against the soft palate
50 as to completely cut off the possibility
of the air passing jin or out

through the mouth and therefore completely
stopping the production

of any sound.

I

The:breath should be inhaled quickly, with
the ‘upper part of the
che

st raised, and exhaled as slowly as possible,
A thin, shrill voice may be softened b makIng
the pussth practice

softly on the opeh vowels—ah-aw-oo—n

t dwelling too lon

on any
one of them, keeping carefully within tle li
mits in which t he sounds

may be produced! with the Touscles
of fi @ vocal apparatud relaxed,
the mouth well opened, and the to
ngue ‘lying on the floor of the

‘mouth,

Dr, Holbrook Curtis, one of the leading auth
oritied on voice

culture, recommends the practice of th
e|vowel sounds at n above,
preceded by the consonant M, thus—mah
-maw-moo—the object being
to avoid what is nown as the “shock of
the glottis,” a Manner of
voice production that produces many
evil results.
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G. 'T.—By practicing sight reading ah
hour each day you can
easily aequire fa
cility. Commence, however, with
very easy sonaDussek,. Clementi, Kublau.
Take the tempo very
which you can carry through to the
end; never mind
you may make; never stop for th
em, but proceed
end. If you can carry out the sa
me plan in four-

tinas, such ag
slowly and one
any mistakes
through tothe
hand playing you will also find it
of great assistance, using very easy
Sonatinas until greater facility is
acquired.
&

L. G.—Your pupil evidently depends
too much upon your assistance
and presence, or-else becomes careless
when you are not at band to
enforce hisstrict attention. The only
way to overcome the difficulty
is gradually, by assigning him eapy
tasks, to develop his confidence.
It may be that you require too much
of him. While he is playing
it might be well to leave his side fo>
very short intervals, which may.
be lengthened as hig confidence is
acquired. In doing this, how-

school. His Fifth Nocturne isa fair ex
ample of hia style.
An étude for wrist technie, ‘ Diabolique
,” ia very good, asia also
4 Ballade, Op.19. Most of his operatic
transcriptions are fast going
out of use and becoming old-fashioned
and obsolete.
The sign ™"" indicates that the note ove
r. which it is placed is to

be struck with a firm touch and held its full,v
alue of time.
The sign "s™ indicates the same style of touch,
with the difference
that the note is not held its full length of tim
e. It might be con-

sidered an accented semi-staceato,

Boreais.—Your

idea of the Diabelli

,

duet practice

with

your

pupil is atgood one, and I advise its continuan
ce. Try some of Joseph
Liw’s easy duets published in Litolff Edition
and later the Kublau

souatinas, which latter furnish excellent practice
and stimulate the

pupil’s musical taste, Gurlitt, Op. 178 (Litolf{f
Edition) would also be
useful for your present.use.
For your second pupil I would recom-

-mend Wilson G. Smith's “ Eight Measure Studies” as bei
ng the best

for just-the purpose, I know of no technical exe
rcise where the development of the fingers can be more speedily acc
omplished.

;

W

iM. FB. AT sometimes havea pupil learn only the eas
y te sce
of a piece, especially of sonatas. Is thisifair
to the best in erests of
art? Yes,if your pupil would: have played
the remainder of the
piece poorly.
It is often the case with good arrangements
of opera
melodies, ibat some of the mévements are less
interesting, or are too
dificult for the pupil, and there can be nd goo
d common-sense reason
why “parts should ;not be omitted, provided
those which are played

go together, smoothly and pleasantly.

F. L, 8.—1, The music which ja published in THE ET
UDE covers

considerable ground. We aim to satisfy jthose
of classical tastes and
at the same time have something for the beg
inner and those who
desire the more popular.
Just how far we carry out our aim we can-

not tell.” We hope we do not miss the mark very far.
teachers give these selections to their pupils to
study.

Hundreds of

2. Letters can be addressed to W. S.j B, Mathew
s, Auditorium,
Chicago, Ill., and’ Juhn S. Van Cleve, 415
Elm ‘Street, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
i
;
;
;
;
:

3, A pupil who has completed Landon’s “Piano Meth
od” in an

average way would‘hardly be ready for Czerny’s
* Etude of Velocity,”
’ Book I I wpuld jprefer giving soniething
more simple, |possibly
Czerny 636, Thivernoy 120, or some of Mathews’
Graded Course.
A. L. W.—1. Students who have mastered
the Chopin études
ought to be prepared to derive all the techni
cal iwork they: require
in the composition of such classic masters ds Bee
thoven, Mendelasohn,
Chopin, Schumann, and modern composers
like Rubinstein, Moszkowski, etc,
:
Excerpts from sonatas, concertos, etc., compri
sing singlé moveménts can be used tio great advantage as studies—i
n fact, many of our
advanced teachers tse compositions in thia way
in preference to so

many studies.
I can

i

recommend,

;

however,

some

'
excellent

studies:

{Charles

Mayer, Op. 119 (Litlar Ed.); J. Nowakowpki, Op.
'25; Moscheles, Op.
95; Henselt, Op. 2 and 5; Winding (Aug.), Op. 18); Mos
zkowski, Op.
24; Scharwenka, Ob. 27; Saint Saéus, Op. 52. E..A.
MacDowell and
E. R, Kroeger have also written some. highly intere
sting virtuoso
studies, which I recommendas being useful as
well as technically

useful:

‘

,

Ei

2. Any one of the following pieces wauld ansjer
your purpose:

“ Valse Caprice,” Op. 12, No. 1, Shinicko|

Hark, Hark, the Lark,”

Schubert-Liszt; “ Wieniawaki,’—1st Valse de Con
cert;
Caprice,” Rubinstein; “ Tannhduser March,” Liszt.
~

|
'

|" Valse
8.

New

works imported by Chas. Scribner
's Sons, New
‘York.

ace OF BRITISH MUSIC,
Freverice J, Crowesr,
EVOLUTION

OF CHURCH

SKETCHES

OF

MUSIC.

Hompureys, $1 75.

THE

RK. F, Laxpow

ENGLISH

GLEE COM.
POSERS
Davip Baptiz, $1 76
'
re
ha GREATER WORKS.
Jzax GLECZYNERI,
76.
These

works,

while

written

by the best

musical
authorities, do not appeal especi
ally to the American
2. This not uncommon fault of look
musical public, except perhap
ing at the hands can be easily
s to the specialist ;
overcome by giving the pupil very eas
y pieces or exercises to read at . although it is surprising
what an amount ot general
sight, which plan, progressively pursued,
information can be gathered trom
will soon eradicate the bad
them. The price of
habit referred te.
th
e
works will be somewhat against
s.
their popularity.
Th
e
one on Chopin’s works appeals more
H. B.S.—1. Leybach, while he can hardly
di
be considered a classical
re
ctly to the
re
ad
er
s
of
writer, has written many melodious
Ta
z Erupg. It is written by the grea
and excellent teaching pieces,
test
‘authority on Chopin, and to the Chop
which are useful in making a transition
in student 1t would
from popular to the more
prove moat inte
Glaasical
ever, see that his attention.is not distra
cted,

G.8.

W. F.R—1, An excellent preparatory exercise to prevent rigi
dity
of the wrist is to elevate the hands slightly above the keyboard
and
allow them to fall of their own weight limpupon thekeys. Try this
until you acquire this habit of devitatizing the muscles, and
then,
maintaining the same flexibility, practice exercises combin
ing a
loose wrist and finger action. For this work I can recommend nothing Letter than Wilson G. Smith a" Eight Measure;Studies,” which
are adapted for the style of practice required ;Mason's “ Touch and
Technic,” Vol. IV, and “ Selected Octave Studies," by Presser.
2. In octave playing the wrists should be elevated in playing the
black keys and depressed when the whité keys are used. Thisalternate elevation and depression of the wrists is a special feature of the
Kullak method and prevents rigidity of the wrists und consequent
fatigue.
3. Wrist action, free and flexible, is quite as important: as finger
agility. In practice it is well to play all exercises with both a light
finger tough and a combined wrist-and-finger staccato,
4. The old-fashioned idea of raising the fingers high from the keyboard (except in case of beginners) ia now almost extinct. The fingers Should be kept as near the keys as possible, free from any
cramped position of the hard, and glide from key to key, the-tone
being produced by a pressure stroke from the knuckles and second
joint of the fingers. In legato it is of course necessary to hold the

key down till the succeeding tone is produced.

The fingers should be

kept perfectly atill except the one producing the tone.

B.S. F.—1. The, metronome marks, as indicated by Czerny, can
rarely be realized in the playing of pupils.
If the pupils play the studies as fast as their technic permits in a
clean and comprehensive style, they will have gained about all that is
possible for the time being, until, perhaps, a later review of the study,
whon their technical proficiency will doubtless admit of a faster
tempo. The general rule which applies to most studies is— play aa
fast as possible within the capacity of the player.’ Teachers should
always insist upon slow practice, allowing the pupil an occasional test

in a quicker tempo.

2. The metronome indications of the tempo of a composition should.
generally be accepted as the character of its performance, and any
player, whether public or private, should feel the importance of giving the composer's or the editor's idea of tempo the preference t

any uncertain conception he may haye of the composition.
3. In the most authentic editions of Bach’s ‘‘ Well-Tempered

vier ’ the C-minor fugue closes in C major.—W. G. S.

Cla-

resting reading,

REMINISCENCES
OF A MUSICIAN'S VACA.
TIONS ABROAD.
Louis C. Evsox, Tueo, Prss-

8E£R, Phila. Price $1 50,
:
Mr. Elson, who is widely. known for hi
a Qriginal researches in musical history, has in this vo
lu
mé
set down,
in connected form, some ot the observat
ions and experiences of a number of European tr
ips taken in the
pursuit of his investigations.
The variety of well-written, interesting book
s on
Musical mattera—at least in English—is a
common
‘subject of remark, oasibly for the reason that
the exacting demands of ‘‘ Frau Musika” preclude the
possibility
of worshiping atthe shrine of the literary muge
.
It i8,
therefore, with peculiar pleasure that we call th
e attention of readers of Taz Erune to Mr. Elson’s
reminis-

cences.
Mr. Elson is one of the fortunate few in whom the

N. W.—1.It has been generally conceded that to
women belong
the greater powers of imitation, and for this reason the
y have excelled as pianists rather than creative artists. Wo
men as pianists
A. H. B.—For albook on vocal culture,
have attained the highest technical proficienc
giving poste on rudiandy,
, as interpretative
mentary study, also suitable for bl
artists, have excelled in refi noement and delicacy of treatm
ackb ard work, we would recoment rather
mend "Seventy Lessons in Voice Tra
ning,” by Alfred Arthur. . than in virility of conception”and breadth of style.
Retail price, 50 cenis..
Among great women pianists may be mentioned: Ing
x
eborg von
Brousart, Teresa Carenno, Fanny Davies, Annette Essipoff
, Clotilde
Cc. H. R. O.—Difiicult passages with adva
nced pupils arp learned
Kleeberg, Marie Krebs, Anna Mehlig, Isehoff, Sophie Men
tor, Martha
best one hand ata time, and it is often best
for ‘a beginner to-read
Remmert, Clara Schumann, Marie Wieck, Agnes Zimmerman
n; and
a new piece that way when the time difficult
ies'are in one hand and
to this list of European celebrities may be added Julie Ri
ve-King,
not , by note. values, which find their
Aus
di cult relations. between the | der Ohe, and Fannie Bloomf
ield-Zeisler, who are to be accounted
two hands. The best teachers, when they hav
e a pupil who is someamong the beat of living pianists,
.
what advanced but with a poor technic, require abo
ut two-thirds of
Tregret that I am unable to mention any woman who
attained
the pupil’s practice on technical work
|at first, but settle down to
celebrity as an organist.
ce
about one-third technic and two-thirds ét
udes and pieces, reviews,
€amilla Urso is probably the most prominent living violin
iste.—
me

morizing, ete. |

NEW PUBLIOATIONS,

musical and literary gifts are combined ,—always genial
and witty, with a keen relish for the humorous aspect
of

things, finding food for mirth even in the discern part
s
of out-of-the-way regions where a traveler is a rarily
.
The reader feels all the time that a European trip in
such company would be an ideal one.
But Mr. Elson is before all else a musician, and his
book is filled with keen musician-like observations on
‘every phase of the art, from a Bayreuth festival to the
music of a ‘Tivoli Garden.’’
Of especial value to
intending musical pilgrims to Europe to study the art
is Chapter XVI, in which Mr. Elson discusses, without
a shadow of prejudice, the relative merits ot different art
centers, mingled with judicious advice that it would be
well for a!] such students to take seriously to heart,

In chatty, informal atyle Mr. Elgon relates his conversations with the foremost musicians of the present time,

such men as Gade, R. Franz Svendsen, and a hoat of
others whose names are honsehold words.
The reader, for amusement only, will here find an
entertainment comparable to that farnished by Moscheles in his charming ‘ Recollections;’? while the
musician will find, in addition, a storehouse of information and comment on his art, auch as could only come
from the ripe experience of one who ia ‘facile prin:
ceps’’ among the musical historians and critica of
America.—H. A CLarke,

GALIN PARIS-CHEVE

METHOD

Sight-Singing Method, by Jonn
$1 00. THeo. Presser, Phila.

Easy,
Zonanaxy.

Popular
Price

We are in receipt of this work by Mr. John Zobanaky
on the elements of the Cheve System of teaching vocal
music; the simplicity and thoroughness of this system
have been tested by many years of use, and it has won

the approval of some of the foremost musicians

in

Europe.
Mr. Zobanaky has been very successful in
introducing thia system to the Philadelphia public, and
his work will prove of great value not only to those who
have already made acquaintance with the system, butto
all who are interested in investigating the latest! and
best methods of teaching music in our public schools.
From the Philadelphia Ledger we clip the following :
‘*The merits of the Cheve System, which has stood
the test of years and has been adopted by several foreign governments, need no amplification. Successful
as the system has been abroad, with government help,

it has won its way almost

as steadily in this country

within the past few years,-and largely through. the ina

“fatigable efforts of Professor

Zobanaky.

Having’ enjoyed the advantage in his boyhood of personal instruction by Cheve, he is well fitted to expound the merits of
the system, and this he has done not less successfully as

author than as teacher, as all who may procure a copy
of his work will agree.”

THE ETUDE.
MENTAL BAOKBONE.

My pupils’ recital was May 19th. Nbt a wind up, by . Do not let yourself belong to the worthless multitude |
any means.
Some of the children retire from the field of] poor players.
—
BY 8. A. EMERY.
for a while, and what is the consequenpe? Ten to one
. Good music and a good instrument sloalal not be dis- | —
they are the children over whom I haWe labored moat _ graced by poor practice..
THE playersometimes lacks what may be called mental faithfully, and who need the most carpful overseeing};
‘Inattention to the teacher’ 8 instruction is a pupil’s
backbone; the will power is sluggish, the batteries ‘of and the certainty of the’ state of relapke in which they worat foe.
his motive-nerve telegraph run low, and his playing is will return in the fall produces almost: state of collapse
JAlways feel within you the rhythm of a piece.
<A determination to exert one’s in me, and is more wearing than. the next six weeks)
consequently dead.
Don’t guess regarding a note, but think it out and
forces in a given direction is an indispensable prerequi- work with those who remain.
know all about it.
In the absence of - Instead of a vacation I would have¢very child come
site to every artistic performance.
Sit at the instrument’ easily, gracefully, and in repose.
confidence and of actual determination, the teacher of to me three times a week, for the first lyear, if I could
The greater your interest, the shorter the hours.
have my way.
For, by actual experience, the scholars : Play it wrong a few times and you can scarcely get it
piano-forte playing—yes, the teacher of every known
branch of study—may find the reason why so few -astu- who show the most progress ‘are those who are moat
correct,
often with me, and musical ability and] actual practice
dents reach even mediocrity, much less marked success.
_ To play an easy piece walliB Lites music than to play
For the lack of confidence the teacher is too often re- will not make the difference. The music teacher is a a hard piece badly.
—
sponsible. In teaching there is such a fault possible as sort of storage battery, and the scholars come to be rer
Interest and pleasure in your practice will advance
When a pupil is harassed charged. I don’t say that I prefer teach{ng through Jaly you rapidly.’
‘*zeal without knowledge.’
by correction of every fault that comes under the notice and August to taking a trip to -Hurope!}
But as I must
Are you discouraged? Know, then, that hard work
of an indiscreet teacher, the mind becomes so strained begin work again in the fall whatever |I do this sum;
Wwmeulcure you,
that some of its ordinary functions are temporarily Bus- mer, I go at my summer work strong in the conviction
” To rest contented with the good leaves no
1 we ‘for
that Iam doing myself and them good.|’ Because, they the best.
pended, and any long continuance of this unwise course,
j
by causing habitual anticipation of correction at every
are out of school,.the lessons can all be: given jin the
5 Any life that is worth ifn must be a struggle.’’—
‘ point, destroys all confidence, and with it all sentry cool of the morning, and the parents| will be ure to ‘Deohan Stanley.
nae
of thought or of playing.
keep them practicing—to keep them. out of mischief.
“Art is 80 long, and wasted time so abundant,’?
Upon recently asking a lady|what she played ee in
‘But why don’t I rail at school vacations? Bless your
A mistake may be an accident, but to repeat it is a
company, she replied: ‘‘ Nothing. I used to play a heart, a child can't get sick of arithmetic when he blunder.
- good deal, and pretty well, too, I think, but I took les- . ‘spends his money for candy, nor of geography while he
We cannot end right, wilanawe start wilt
sons of a teacher who stopped me at every mistake, and ° climbs hills and sails boata, and green dpples and other
It never yet hurt anyone to study their very best.
he got me so into‘the habit of stopping that now I can t forbidden fruit will keep the laws of philology well in
‘Not trying to do right.is as bad as doing wrong.
play a sitigle piece.’’ A wiser course, and one more
his memory
While as to music, one hour a day,
If you avoid a duty, you miss a - triumph over. your
certain to produce accurate playing, would have been to shrunken at both ends, like all-wool flannel, and left off: worst toe—yourself
.
allow the lady to keep on fill she reached a cadence,
all together with the first warm day (like any other
There iis but one correct Wey, Almost mer is wholly
’ when she could have stopped and gone back to play the flannels), when can we make musicians. of these chil- wrong.
)
difficult parts repeatedly until they should become autodren at this rate?
. Ag thy days may demand, shall thy strength ever
matically easy, so to speak. It was said of a certain
IT hail with delight the child or adult who comes to be.??
general that his ideas of military proprieties were such’ me with mind fully made up to know sbmething about
“The hardest gained is en
a
that if he found a soldier lagking-a pair of shoes he music, and this can't be done unless the e is good, unin:
“Memorize some favorite passage daily.
would stop the entire army to! have those shoes made.
terrupted work of more than ten monthd in the year.
-Memorizing improves one’s musical talent and _perAre not some of our teachers open to a like criticism ?
One child said, as she went on her vacation, “Twill formance.
Another and equally detrimental interference of the practice. this summer!’’
But my heart sank in my’
: Many hard |passages are often easiest: learned by mem- mind with execution is the general uneasiness, anxiety,
bosom, for I know what kind of practicé she does when orizing them.
:
whatever we choose to.call it, occasioned by a teacher’s
she expects me once in a week, and can imagine what
The pleasure ‘given friends onour good pleas ig
4 a
impatience or irritability. Tn one instance, that of a she is doing now.
So here I am hard at work, with sweet reward,
young lady who was herself a teacher, I found, espe- almost as many as I had all winter.
Ng storms prevent
Music is more than lines and. notes, and playing is
cially in her right forearm, a degree: of tension for which leasons, and no colds in the head disg
ble the fingers ; more than finger gymnastics.
-it seemed difficult to account, until a chance remark told and the parents are glad’ to have
me take the SREP OU
4 Screw your courage up to the eee -place and
“me how ill at ease she usually had felt with her former bility of one hour, even, a week.
—
we'll not fail.’’—Shakespeare. _ teacher, who was excessively nervous and demonatraT use a lighter vein of work with the ddults tien with
ot
Never allow your wits to be out wool ’a
;
tive. This needless canse being removed, the arm rap- the children, but make the
same efforls to have good when practicing.
idly assumeda more nearly normal tension, thus reduc- results ;and though the New Eng
land cdast is beantiful,
You are playing that piece ;no: better than you play its
ing the fatigue of, playing and bringing within her and i hills and valleys fair
and cool, yet 1am doing hardest passage.
execution certain technic before regarded asimpossible.
satisfactory work, and shall go to my|little season
of
"Read somewhat in cee of your playing for “——
Since cerebral and muscular ‘tension beyond a certain rest with more money
in my pocket, dnd without the time, fingering, and notes.
degree are mutually reactive and harmful, it should be a ‘awful dread’of work
to be done over dzain in the fall,
Read by pulses (counts), groups, and motives, rather
teacher’s care that too much of each is avoided; while and with the feeling
that the children arb interested, the than by single notes.
too little causes the characterless playing. that is simply . parents pleased,
and that 7 am aidinglin routing that
Do not use the pedals for-a footstool ;: they require
unendurable. - Study, either too intense or tco long: champion
provider ‘ of mischief for idl¢ hands.”
care and skill.
continued, often creates a cerebral tension that renders
bi
Master that hard passage before it masters you.
‘inoperative the usual laws of mental effort, The only
Win or die, but win first.
remedy for this is either rest or an entire change in the
HINTS TO STUDENTS,
A dozen notes well played are better.than a thousand
character of one’s work;
; the latter by withdrawing the
badly done.
BY G. W. LANDON,
mind from certain perplexities, often producing better
Good practice makes good players, and fine players
~ results than the former. Hende the desirability, in preRuyrsm is the life and soul of music.:
are/appreciated.
paring for.a concert, of allowing reasonable periods of
. Melody,. harmony, and rhythm
are all essential iin the’ - Is there a difficult passage ? Conquer it that you may
. Test to interrupt a too continuous preparation of
the. making of music.

" programme, the rest itself accomplishing certain resulta’
beyond aE attainment. of persistent work,

Count out time as conscientiously ag You would count

" out money,

Half-way work brings half. way seen,
You must practice: then earn the contentment of
practicing well.
‘Do you dislike practice? Learn to play your lesson
a
s
BY JOHN H. GUITERSON.
kh
well and you will enjoy it.
e
4
Don’t ‘dilly dally, but do honest wotk.
Then your
THe problem just now stating the averag
e music teacher and friends can approve.
teacher in the face is, What shall be done
through the - Listen: to your playing and make. yyou
r Anger sing
_long, beautiful months of J uly and Augu
st? It your ° ent you feel.
plans are all made and you are ready to shak
e-the dust
‘* There is no excellence wittiont labar.’ Proverb,
. from your feet and enjoy a neight or ten
weeks’ absolute © If learned wrong, it must -be
unleg rned, and then
and. well-earned rest, there is no further
use for you to learned again.
’ follow this story. Bat there are stacks
of us who cannot _ Poor practice -is wo
rse than. none, for it fixes bad
- afford to rest for two months,
I had ‘almost said rust habits,
for two months, and with that suggestive
word, rust, for
- Inaccurate naan lifelesspractice aut bad habits
’
a thenie, let me Plunge head-first into my
sermon,
a advancement.
t

VAOATION OR VEXATION,

3

é

6

. enjoy the victory.
‘| Evil is wrought by wantal thought as well as want
of heart.’?
Lazily shirk. a difficulty now and it will lead to others
insurmountable.
toshirk a difficult task destroys |
ifficulties overcome, increase moral and spiritual
strength.
;
Excuses iin place of ee never—
a teiegn,
. Yjour teacher. ‘desires good lessons, not -plausible
excuses.

Ip adieuto play — Piece without a —
mierdliweil
“cal jakill, we must imagine the scene or idea suggested
by the music, and then, as far ag: possible, describe it in
our) playing, that it may be felt and junderstood. If you
try |to do this you will, by entéring |into the spirit of the
music, Tose a great deal of. that nervousness that so
many experience in playing before'a number of people, ~ and which it is: well, by, constant EAEEHNE, to try to

overcome,—DUFFeE,
\

THE
THOUGHTS—SUGGESTIONS--ADVIOE, :
PRACTICAL

POINTS

BY

EMINENT

ETUDR.

:
N

one may give the number of se
conds by a watch if not
the po

lioz’s ‘‘ Instrumentation.”

ssessor of @ metronome.
But there ig another factor in
the case, which is not

TEACHERS)

Accents,
Tere is a beautiful poem by|Heine, in which|
he tells
how he was writing the name of his beloved fa
e ee
into the sand of the beach with a stick, and
How the
treacherous billows came to the shore’ and wa
shed it
away ; then he soars.
up in gigantic yearning and wishes

he could pluck the tallest fir tree out of :some Nors
e

always sufficiently emphasized. by
teachers. Suppose
in’a scale each note hag eight mome
nts, or points of
time. The motion or finger stro
ke is done’in one
moment,

then there are seven moments

of reat:

this

the great secret of slow practice.

This is in reality

*

If the finger, instead

forest, dip it. into the crater of Mount ina, an
d write its key, it generally arrives too soon, and co th
e pupil ig
with this cyclopean pen in flaming letters upon th
unable to play. slowly if it wavers
e dome
or wriggles about
of the heavens: ‘‘Agnes!’?
|What dimensions, you when it should be waiting, it give
s an uncertain atroke
might say in awed admiration ; but still the fir
tree when the time comes, and thus the tones are uneven:
7 if.
pen, the crater inkstand, and tHe vast writing tab
let are it makes a double motion, as many fingers do,
it makes
as nothing compared with the|size of those letter
s in 80 many wasted motions, and rapid playing ia hi
ndered
which I should like to write all over ‘musical qrea
tion by these unnecessary motions.
the word: “ A-C C E-N-T!”
|.
A passage with seven moments of complete
rest beIf a musical |thought. seems abstruse, exaggerate the tween th
e finger motions may be played eight time
s as
accentuation a/little, and it will clear up ; if a run
will fast;7.¢., asl fast aa the finger strokes, and be cl
ear
not get smooth, exaggerate the accents, and you
will and crisp, because there are no wasted or unne
cessary
find that the fingering was not practical, or that the
run motions to interfere.
was incorrectly timed ; it one hand has to play rhythm
Some children have -an objection to counting,
s
and
different from the other, settle the points of meeting
by evade it when they can; so. tell them to hold their
fin_ exaggerating the accents, and you will catch the gers still
between the finger strokes while they repeat,
‘‘ swing |’ in both hands. Accent! accent! | testi
1! ‘* Seven hundred horsemen drawn up in battle array.”
Music without accent is no music, itis a mera noise, They wil
l think this very funny, and do it with great glee;
rather definitely pitched, but of|an irritating monotony
but your object is accomplished, for they can hard
.
ly
Many people, untutored in music, who say that they ‘say this
in legs than three seconds,
hate Beethoven and love Sousa, arrive at this opinion
Slow practice is to be recommended, but it is nota
because they perhaps have neyer heard the works of ‘succe
ss unless it cowbines these two elemente—rest and
Beethoven as well played as those of Sousa. Why? Be- quick
stroke.~-Mapame A. Porin,
cause it is easier to give strong accents in’ Sousa’s musi
c
than in Beethoven’s. :
op
8
Accent muat'be ! While listening to music we jancon-

sciously arrange our breathing, the action of the heart,
the pulad, like a metronome; and the easier this pro-

cess

of getting

ourselves

into the right wrinkles

is

made to us, the better we feel, and the more we like the
music. This process depends |entirely upon accents;

'and.no matter how delicate they may be, they must remain perceptible, and the more ‘we exaggerate them,

while practicing, the quicker we overcome all difficulties. Accent is. the lifée-pulse
af music !—Consrantin

v. STER
NBERG.
.
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IN IPRACTICE,

_. Most students reckon -their practice by the time de“voted to it. Ifithey read the biographies of great performers they will see that this is not the mode of practice
- of sich great men and women of perseverance. They
play as i passages several hundred or thousand times,
if necessary.
The manager of Paderewski noticed this

method

of practice of the wonderful virtuoso, and on

one occasion thought he would/count how many times
the peerl a8 performer deemed it necessary to practice,

acertainjrun.

‘he manager had. counted two hundred

and fifty! times, and Paderewski still kept on! |What

does this|teach the young student? Go at your practice
with a purpose. |-Practice little jportions of a piece at

PRACTICAL

ORCHESTRATION.

Far too little interest is, asa rule, taken by pianists
and singers ip the violin, the cello, the flute, the clarionet, the cornet, the Frdnch horn. Attention is probably
given, especially by college boys and girls, to the sickly
No one should object toa
- guitar and the absurd banjo

little of this.
,
‘A little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the best of men.’’
But with the other instruments the case is different.
They require for successful playing a deal of earnest
study, and few attempt them except: for professional
work in orchestras and bands.
Yet for every composer

and music teacher, male or female, a aufficient acquaint
ance with them to locate their tone colors, their scales,
their compass, their most available keys, their moat effective styles of passage work, and how to blend and contrast different instruments, is of real value. It broadens

one’s musical conceptions, makes him more catholic in
his judgments

and

generous

in his sympathies, and

greatly extends his musical horizon.

The student of

piano or of singing is liable to. become one sided and
narrow. The piano is mono-chromaftic, notwithstanding
its harmonic

capabilities.

The voice is more

pliable,

more able to express tone color, yet its study is gener_ally narrowing.
Tn the organ we. have, indeed, a vari-

one sitting. Begin by playing’ one portion over ten
times slowly and carefully. If, you-cannot master it ety of tone’ color. Thus we find draw-satops labeled
after that) then play it twenty times; if twenty times has flute, oboe, clarionet, cello, ete. They are, to be sure,
poor imitations of the genuine instruments of the same
_ not conquered jit, then forty times; and thus kaep on
names. Yet it matters not. They have individual char‘doubling |the number -till you have thoroughly learned
acteristics of their own, go that the organist ig ever in a
one little portion.
Take a slip of paper and a pencil, way studying orchestration.
Yet the average organist
and mark down every time you/have played consciensettles down into contented use of about three combinatiously ae one |particular spot of 2,.4, or 8 measures.
tions of stops, representing respectively piano, mezzoConcentration and perseverance are necessary to|make
_forte, fortissimo.
Even for him acquaintance with the
progress.-—C, W, GRIMM.
genuine orchestral effects is a help and a stimulus.
ot
*
But in a town or small city there is probably no or:
*
*
*
cheatra, its nearest approach being a poor brass band,
ta Stow Pracrice. and this probably abandonedto coarse-grained Germans,
MvcH iis said about ‘slow ‘practice,’’? but many
or even to negroes, and its most ambitious effort being
teachers do not seem to ‘realize that pupils only have a a wheezy delivery of the latest popula
r melody.
Here,
vague iden of what the teacher means by ‘slow.’ The then, is a field for your efforts.. Have aome young men
slowest rate of speed the student would think of taking with musical ears undertake the instruments. Have
a
would probably he much faster than the. teacher’B idea good conductor engaged.
Or beiter still, start an'amaof ‘* slow|;”” ‘therefore, to give a clear, definite idea to teur orchestra.
It will interest, instruct, and elevate
the pea the..rate of speed mons be measured, and all the young people and keep them out of
mischief.
_ nothing dbes this, better than a metronome; although For a text-book there
is as yet nothing better than Ber-

of Evolution —Smira

FIELD,

of remaining, motionless, starts off at
once in search of

If you are skeptics] as to the

possibilities of a brags band, ta
ke a day or a week off
this summer, come to Manhattan
Beach, now included
in the limits of the Greater Ne
w York, hear the famous
band of John Philip Sousa, madeu
p of brass and reeds,
and go home, refreshed by the se
a breezes and a frm
beli
ever in the doctrine

means that the finger has absolutely
nothing to do but
wait motionless for the next stroke.
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Sracccue.

are slow to perceive that gain is
the legitimate

result of struggle. Noone can ha
ve watched the coming and going of students for very
long and have failed
to observe what a disproportion th
ere usually ia between

their hope and their work.
It is 80 easy and ao furcinating to entertain the ideal, the dr
eam of the unattain-able, and withal it is eo hard to
face the truth and tell
ourselves that we get something ou
t of the ideal only by
persistent personal labor at it. It
ig the actual being,
doing, and anffering that add anythi
ng unto us. It is
quite the same with one talent ag with
‘five; having one |
talent we must work untiringly, for we
want to add another to it; having five we must like
wise work untir
ingly, for we want to keep what we ha
ve; besides, they
are & great responsibility, and it must no
t be found of us

that our heritage was loat.—Tuos. Tapper,
=

WHAT

AN ARTIST ADVISES ABOUT
OF PRAOTIOING,
BY

FANNY

BLOOMFIELD

WAYS

ZIEBLER,

Aut difficult parts of
composition should be practiced separately, spending the most time on th
ose which
are the most difficult, of course.
It -is well to play from the technical side first,
but not

to become tied to this plan, for one must be able to
give

a musical and expressional performance of
a piece
sometimes at first sight. This, of course, to some
eary
piece, and this applies to the great majority of teac
hers.

Very slow practice is essential.

Perhaps do one pas-

sage ten times, then try it at ita right tempo, and
if it

does not go correct with ease, try it ten or a hundred
times more, going slow enough to make every note of
it

certainly correct in-all points. After the first reading,
give an outline expression, or a careful use of the best
touch.
Above all, play with brains!
A good touch
must always be used, and as soon as the mere technical

‘difficulty is. mastered, variety of touch should be applied.
However, the staccato touch can be used ‘at the first
reading if the passage is one of some length.
:
After the piece goes well and is memorizedro
d,p it
for a few weeks and let it ripen, then take it up again,
giving it a careful finish, and use the varieties of touch
best adapted to bring out ita content; in short, bring it

up to the beat that there ia in you.

7

It is an economy of time to have more than one important piece in hand, practicing quite a time on one,
and then rest your eara and brain by doing good work
On another, alternating them, even at the same, sitting.

It is more of a reat when the two pieces are quite unlike.

Do not sit two hours ata time, and it is ua¢less to practice over four hours a day. If you need eight.or ten
hours a day, you will never be an artist; perhaps apianist, surely never an artist.

|

——_——s

—When Brahms first saw little Paula Szalitz he took
her on, his knee and stroking her hair asked, ‘* Shall I

tell you a fairy tale?”
‘« Yea,’’ was her reply.

.

He told her one, while with wide-open eyes she hung:
on the master’s words.
‘* Do you understand it?’ he gaid.
‘* Yea, I understood it.”
Do you quite understand it, understand it with your
heart? Then'sit down at the piano and tell me what
;
you heard.”
She did+so, and with her poor little hands touched’
the keys and told the tale, and while she was translating
into tones the tale the great man had related, tears
coursed down his cheeks and he laid his hand in blebs- is

ing on her head.

~
_—
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

air

Studies for the Pianoforte,’’ in ten grates, by W. 8S. B..
Mathews.
The studies contain the best of all writers:
We have Savchweel the right and title to publish the of piano étudés. They will be kept upjto date. As new
and better studies appear; they will be en grafted into this:
work by Louis C. Elson entitled ‘* Huropean Reminiscences.’?
A description of it will be found under New ‘course, and those atudies will be eliminated that are not:
required. In this way the work will always be abreast of
Publications in another part of |the journal, The work
was published to be sold by ie spas and has not — the times. In reprinting your circulars for next season,
'
been sold in any other way up to the present time. It consider the adoption of these two im jortant works.

To those teachers who £0 to ‘a] new locality in the
summer, or have leisure time, we|would draw especial
‘attention to the opportunity offerdd for ‘soliciting subscriptions to thisjournal.. More has been done during
the past year than evér before in this line, for several
reasons: The journal has been better than ever before,
and|it has been appreciated ; the. premiums we offered
have been valuable ones to music teachers and students,
ae
and! last, but not least, we have been more liberal than
contains 300 pages, large size,/and is one of the most
|
_ ever before. Try for a number of \subscriptions, and if
charmingly written books in all musical literature. It
We do not believe in stagnation among
o
rhusie pupils | you; fall ahort, we give premiums. for from one up.
also contains 17 illustrations. It ig just the kind ofliterature 8 musician wants for summer reading, and is the during the summer—much of the good work ofthe teacher. Send for our Premium Liat and instructions and free
next-best thing to going abroad jone’s self. The work is and pupil during winter is utterly waste by idleness. dur- sample copies to assist you in the work.
4
not exclusively musical ; it is Europe seen through the ing our long summers. We have two articles in the issue
bearing
directly
on
this
point.
One
of
he
best
things
to
eyes of ja musician.
The following are some of the
keep alive the musical interest during| summer is Tus | We are ever on the lookout for exceptionally valuable
topics bespoken in the work :—
Ervpe, with its good new music.’ This plan has been articles in
i the: music line for the obtaining of subscripSketch of the Leipsic Conservatory.
tried repeatedly, with great success. . I you have promInterview with Jadassohn.
tions to this journal. We have now four styles of Music
An Eveting with Reinecke.
ising pupils, whose musical interest yon must keep alive
Cabinets—something every studio or parlor needs. We
A German Kneipe;
during the hot weather, give them THE Hirupe to read | have been trying to get a good likeof them
tor years,
Gade and the Danish State Congervatory.
and to play. A considerable deduction is made for this | and jhave just succeeded.
An Interview with Svendsen.
The retail prices range from
purpose
;
25
cents
will
pay
the
subadription
for
three
Summer] Music in the Far North.
‘
ten |to. thirty dollars, They are made ina number of
Two chapters on Bayreuth; one on Vienna which tells summer months.
Surely there is not-a pupil of any. kinds of wood, and we feel sure they will give:
satisfacall about the: Gypsy-Hungarian Music.
. promise that will miss this chance. If. means that the | tion! Given for nine,
twelve,: aig and twenty- -four
Zither
Music in the Alps. °
:
pupil will return in the fall with increaked interest.
An Interview with Massenet.
- subscriptions, respectively. A libe al discount to those
'. The Grand Opera at Paris.
. Wishing to pay cash. Pictures and full particulars sent,
Music on the Grand Canal at Venice.
upon application.
A description of the musical advantages and disadvan“Durine the summer months
we will |continue to send
tages
the different European capitals.
our new music to. any who. wish. There are many who | THE
twoberedken at Pronouncing IDtodtoeary. bi Dr.
- It will be seen |from this’ list of subjects that all
teach more in summer than in winter.
To this class — Clarke,
and ‘‘ Preparatory. Touch
countries in. Euxope have beenl visited.
The work has such an arrangement
and Technic,” by
would be welcome.
The number | Carrie E. Shimer,
are’ Reed satisfactorily. The
been tharoughly revised by the| author, and brought up of new
pieces each month is about ten. This arrangespecial offer on these works is still open.. At the present
to date.; The new edition will be ready for delivery.
ment begins with June and ends in September.
rate of progress it will take nearly all summer to.comsome time in June.
We wouldilike to see every music
: slatethem. The special price on
lover read this book during the coming summer, and
edictionary.is fifty
cents; on Shinier’s,‘‘ Preparatory Touch and Techin order |to bring it within the reach of all we will make
WE have just issued a new edition of our ‘ Sonatina
nic,” twenty-five cents. Sendin your subscription fora
a special price on it for the month of June. The former.
Album.’’
It is entirely revised. The book, when first copy of these books before
price of |the: book was $3.50; we will make the special
it ig too late.- Full descripissued, contained the best we had in|that line. ‘This | tions of these
price for June 75 cents, postage paid. We hope to
works have been give n in past issues of
is seven years ago, and in that time we have added : the journal.
“receive hundreds of orders for this most delightful
many good. sonatinas to our catalogud. These are all
!
a
book. We have been searching for something out of
the ordinary for summer reading for musicians, and are contained in the new edition. The price has also been .
ARRANGE
with the management iyour school to have
The book in its .
:
confident that what--we offer will more than please our reduced to the profession and trade.
,
a
_ the!profits on music sales turned toward building up a
new form will make many new friends
i
readers.
musical library for your pupils.. |Several schoola are
Those who have good standing accounts with us can
' doing this, and it soon furnishes a good musical library.
have the book charged to their regular monthly account.
t
Tue Gyastile is a small device or machine to develop You-can give a concert once each year for the same
The book will not be sent on approval at the special
worthy purpose, and this idea successfully appeals, you
the hands of musicians by scientific method.
“price.
Weighing
RL
*
only siz ounces, can be carried in the hand satchel or in will find, to the eeusroes of your (Pommunity,
|
:
;
the pocket. List of exercises goes with each machine.
Tux two-step ‘‘Up to Date,” by Adam Geibel, is It is
so small and inexpensive that eve ary musician can
—
destined to become one of the most popular ofpieces of
have one, every child, and all ‘older musicians, aa it is
Ger the public reading rooms of your: town to keep
this class. The piano solo is already in. the third ediadapted to each, to strengthen the weaker parts, to keep
Tue Erupe on their reading tables,
Why not furnish it.
tion. The piece has also been arranged tor four hands
oldest fingers and hands flexible. Tha proper use of it popssalt to the reading room of your Y. M. i A?
and for full orchestra,
.
rapidly develops the hands, rendering| the fingers and wrists supple and strong, ready for the highest degree
of dexterity upon the keyboard or strings. Special disWe publish a superior collection of sheet music and
Our attention has been called to the fact that among
count to the profession.
Send to us for circular.
music books exclusively for the Reed Organ. -We will
the many names and addresses of teachers of Mason's
send copies out on approval if requested. Weare mak‘Touch and Technic,’’ which we have published in Taz
_Erupe from time to time, none are from Duluth, Minn., |
“ ing'a specialty of this line of music, .These publications
Senp ten cents for sample copy of oe
“and our correspondent, a music/teacher of Duluth, sugprinted are under the supervision of the celebrated musician,
gésts that some efficient teacher of the system hold & by us. It is lithographed on fine pprchment paper,
Each piece is|particularly arran ged _
Charles W. Landon.
_! short summer course in that city, thinking that if tui- andis so worded as to be suitable for any branch of for and adapted to this popular instrument.
tion is put at a reasonable figure it would prove a suc- . edueation, or for schools, or for cna teachers,
. Gess. We take pleasure in Bpbmitting: the ang geetien
to
' our readers.
Music pupils are invited to writé us about their music
Return all ‘‘ On Sale’ music not wikhed during June teachers. Give us an account
of what you like best in
‘or July.
him or her, and of what displeases!you in them.
If you
Art this time of the yeari dathtagads of colleges and
We expect full settlement before [the new season have any grievances, air them. We
will not print your
. conservatories are reprinted. : We would suggest a re-..
begins, in September,
name,
but
you
should
sign
it, for the editor must know
vision’ of the musical course. | In many: cases.
these
Do not neglect to mark your name on the cuésidla at who has written. Write only
on one side of the paper.
couraés are not adhered to strictly, but it is well
to have all packages returned to us. Use guimmed
Tell
us of your ambitions, successes, and disappointlabel, enonly .works of unquestionable authority represent
ed. closed in June first statement, for this. purpose.
ments. Give the titles of three off your favorite pieces, The day is gone by for Bertini’s. instruction.
RichardIn returning goods from a distance it| ia often cheaper including the composer’s name.
You may get help from
son is equally antiquated ;Czerny and Kohler are
fast to return by mail, in four-pound (4 lbs]) packages,
We hope to edit.and publish
than y yur parents if you'like.
dying ont. For the most advanced work on technic
by express.
We would advise you to jfind out which is your replies in Tor Erope.
the volumes of “Touch and Technic,’ of Dr. William
cheaper; ask your express agent. the |charge to Phila. Mason, cannot longer- be ignored.
-The work has‘ delphia on so much weight—whatever
your package. n
taken the place of Plaidy, and we would
urgently weighs—and compute, yourself, tle. cast
-by mail—two' "|Mosr painstaking care is being taken to
advise it as a part of the curriculum of study
put in only
in the’ ounces (2 ozs.) for one cent. . It iano ‘fr
the in return- exceptionally fine pieces in Landon’s new *
Tausical deparimenta of .our colleges. .Many
Method for
have -al- ing music by express, to have us
ay the charges,
. veady made the change. Another work which
the Piano.’ Another feature avichwill be duly apprecishould although in Benne packheed to ‘yo
it is, in ‘some ated by both pupil and teacher is that even the technics
be similarly weceemizet is
1 ‘‘ Standard Graded Oonrae. of CARB.”
v¢
ate pleasing music, The underlying pedagogical ideas
|

“oly

